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ABSTRACT'
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. linguistic and sesanttc units; 12) the synthesis ox elegant* of the
language to create an organised whole; (3) the paraphrasing,
expansion, or transfOrmation of ideas; (4) the analysis and synthesis
of information to'sake inferences about missing cues or conclusions;
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sentences, grammatical features, and ideas in the foreip.language.
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LANGUAGE IIN'EDUCATION THEORY AND PRACTICE'

ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) is a nationwide
network of informatitiocenters,4each responsible for given
educational level or field of study. ERIC is supported by the
NatiOnal Instltute.of Education of the U.S. Department of Educe -
tion. The basic objective of ERIC le to make current velop-
ments in educational research, instruction. and person 1,
preparation more readily acceeeible to educators and era oft
related prof:molting:.

ERIC/CLL. ?hi ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistici
ERIC/CLL), one of the.specielized clearinghouses in the ERIC
system, is operated by the Center for Applied Linguistics.
ERIC/CLL is-specifically responsible for the eallectlion and dia-
semlnation of information in Ulu general area of r414irch and
application in languages, linguistics, and language teaching an4
learning.

LANGUAGE IN EDUCATION! THEORY AND PRACTICE. in addition to '

processing "information, IlltIC/CLL is also involved ln information
synthesis and analysis. The Clearinghouse commissions rectlenitWi
authorities in languages and linguistics to write analywilof the
current issues in their areas of.ppeciaity. The resultant doc-
umenis, intended for use by educatora end researchers, are pub-.

-lished under the title Language in Education: Theory and
Practice. The varies includes practical guides for classroom
teachers, extensive state-of-the-art pipers, and selected bibli-
egraphles.' .

The material in this publication was ,orepared pursuant to a
contract with the Natleeal_inatitute of Education, U.S. Depart-
ment of Education. Contractors undertaking such projects under
Government sponsorship are encouraged to express freely their
judgment in professional epte technical matters, Prior to pub-
lication, the manuscript was submitted to the AriTican Council on .

the Teaching of Poreign Languages for critical review and deter -
miratioi-of professional competence. This publication has4met
such standfrds. Points of viee or opinions, hol;ever, do rot
noceeserily represent the offici.l.view or opinions oil either
ACTEL or NIS. This publication Is not print4APat the expense of
the Pederal Government.

This publication mew be purchased directly from the Center
for Applied Linguistics. It also will be announced in ins ARIC
monthly abstract journal Resources in Education (RI!) and will
be available from the ERIC Document Reprodu.Aion Service,
Computer Microfilm International Corp., P.O. Sox 190, Arlington.
VA 22210. See RI! for ordering Information and ED number.

for further information on the ERIC ryctem, ERIC/CLL, and
Center /Cluringhoues publications, write to ERIC Clearinghouse
'on Languages and Linguistics, Center for Applied Linguistics;

4 3520 Pjospect St., Washington, D.C. 20007.

Prom 1974 through 1977, all Clearinghouse publications appeared .

as the CALBRIC/C4LSeries on languages and Linguistics.
Although more pipers are being aided to the origine4 series, the
majority of the ERlC/CLL information analysis products will be
included in the Language in Educatiom-series.
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This Lk a revised and expanded version of an article entitled
'Diagnosing and Responding. to Individual Learner Needs," by

Diine W. Sirckbichler and AlibeAmaggio, which appeared in the
Modern Language Journil in november 1978 tvol. 62. pp. 336-4i).
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Introduction

One of the primary concerns of foreign languege educators in
recent years has been the development of a curricolgm that is
responsive to the interests and needs of a wide variety of stu-
dents. New curricular options and outreactgourser ere being
offered in many schools, colleges; and universities in an
attempt to appeal to individuals who might not otherwise elect
foreign languages. More dynamic materials with a communioative
focus-are being designed to capture the" interest of students
bored with traditional' approaches that emphasise greaser,
translation, and manipulation of language forms, often at the-
expense of meaning. The concern for relevance is reflected in
-methodological innovations and new ideas for testing real-wor14
cemmunication skills. Perhaps the most obvioug manifestation af
the trend toward rerponsiet curricula is the ifiterest in the
cognitive styles, learning strategies, and personality charpc-
ter/sties of individual learners. 'Research into the relation-
ship between learner characteristics and success in language
learning is certain to have an important impact on instruction
in the coming years.

This'is an exciting and creative time for the foreign
language profession. Yet, despite the encouraging vanes of -

the poet few years, we are faced with,* pedagogical problem that
seems-to defy solution. "It is problem most keenly felt at
thetreig level of the educational process, namely, how to
with individual failure' (Meeker 1976; pr-61T.--Wost-Wruirbave
experienced the frustration of watching a student with adequate

.

intelligence fail to'learn. Sometimes 'failure' is exhibited on
a small scale.-one student cannot seem to master a particular
concept or set of concepts-despite repeated attempts o reach
his cr her; another learner migheheve consistent difficulties_
in one particular *kill area but do well in all he others.
Failure on a larger Aoki is even more frustrating and can often
occur when a student becomes lost" early in the instructional
sequence and cannot regain enough control of the course content
to pass at the end of the semester. 001ess a'selff-pacing indi-
vidualised option is available to suci,Andents, the foreign
language-learning eeperbence quite oft* represents a useless
struggle to be avoided at'ell costs in the future.

This failure to learn, be it limited or extensive, is pain-
ful for both students an4 teachers, especially when the.etudent
is obviously trying to improve. In recent years, much of our,
profession' energy has been darted to finding mil what makes
learners succeed. What makes go good language leirhgr good?
What cognitive styles, learning strategies, and personality



characteristics seem to t MISOCiated wit!" successful learning

experiences? why do sof-, students fail,'wben others of equal or

leaser measured untelligence do well? The answers to these.. '

questions are still somewhat elusive. Despite an incteased

interest in research Into cognitive styles and learner icharac-

teristics as they relate to foreign lang4age learning, we astill

have not found enough answers to,-lipsure a successful foreign

language-learning experience for 406Tyone.
one *elution to individual learner problems seed to lie in

"responsive" teaching. Various approaches hate been.suggested

for responding to the individual student's needs. First, one

can try to identify the student's preferred general cognitive

style or strategy (-such as auditory or visual orientation) and

design le -ruing activ1.-es that accommodate that style in all

skill areas. Reinert's ELSIE (Edmonds Learning Style iden-
tification Exercise) is one exAmple of this approach. Second,

the structure of the 'learning environsent can be altered to

accommodate the preferences or styles offtshe students. (For

example, some students faoction best in a structured environ-

ment, while edifiers prefer an unstructured classroom setting.)
Hunt's paragraph completion method seekc to characterise learn-

ers in terms of their oOnceptual-NItasturity and determine what

learning environments are most orniPitible. The social-structure ,/

of the classroom can also be altered by providing opportunities
for small-group or Large -group.instruction, depending on learner

preferences. One learning style theorist has even suggested
that environmental accommodations should include such things as

well-lit and dimly lit areas, differing temperature zones, a

variety of seating arrangements, opportunities for Individual

study and self-pacing, audiovisual resource centers, spare and

materials for kinesthetic activities, and provision of food for

students who need an occasional snack to work effectively (Lepke

1978).
All the adaptive approaches described above have q common

thread: they attempt to (1) Label the learner in terms of a

generalised cognitive style or preference that applies to's wide

range-of learning tests and situations and (2) manipulate the

environment accordingly. The danger in

it tends to oversimplify the situation.
dominant cognitive style. It is likely

employ different learning strategies as

Taw learner who uses inferencing skills
a reading task may be easily frustrated

listening pasiage. A student who. tends

doing multiple- choice items may be very

task.

such an approach is that
Not everyone has a

that some students
task demands change.
to advantage while doing'
by unlo.owirelealents in a

to be impulsive whits
reflective in a writin'i

It is quite probable that the answer to the question nitu1144:.

students fail?" is that there is no single answer. Any "nail)

ual case of learning failure is most probably attributable to

several more or less interrelated :muses. it seems reasonabl



then, that in order to help students learn more effectively, we
need to Libel the learning problem rather then the learner. We
need to identify range of'possible ceases ofebthe learnin4 dif-
ficulty and suggest specific remedial activities that correspond
directly to it. "..ne following discussion will describe, such an
approach.

C....._ItiteEty1trand Learning Strategies:
A Ran of Possible Causes

Some of the erre commoft-aources of learning p-oblems among
foreign Language students can be trapolated from the crowing
base of research on cognitive styles)and learning strategies.
Theteres 'cognitive.style," 'conceptual style,' 'learning
style,' and 'learning strategy' have been wtdely used in educa-
tional contealik in recent years by both researchers and practi-
tioners int/niad iq characterising individual differences
more Clearly. The tore 'Cognitive style,' first used in ebudies
of perceptual traits in the 1950s, described aspects bf indlvi-
dnal perceptual differences thought to be independent of Wu.--
ligence and other abilities. Since then, the term has evolved.
to include a much broader range of intellectual activity, as the
starts y and liferation of definitions of the concept -

Moat theorist, agree that cognitive styles, represent
cal of perceiving, thioltiog. remembering, and problem

solving that iire pertly conscious strategies, and partly uncon-
scious habits.

vaguely synonymous with "cognitive style" are such terms as
' learning style," 'conceptual style," "cognitive strategy,'
"learnine. strategy," "mode of information processing,' and
"cognitive control print pie. Some researchers tend to distin-
guish 'style" from 'strategy,' Weever, by the pervasiveness and
assumed permanency Of the Characteristics, in their viett,'a
' style" seem. to be a more permanent component of an individ-
ual's personality, while a "strategy" ism seen an a more super-
ficial reactiop to a learning situation that D3 amenable to
change (Abrahai 1978, pp. 3-4).

Cognitive styles and strategies, in turn, are distinguished
by many theorists from 'intelligence" and 'ability." Messick
(in Abraham) points out that abilities measure maxim,' perfort-
once, whereas cognitive style characterises typical performance.
Abilities are unipolar, in that they vary from none to a lots
cognitive styles, an the other hand, are bipolar, ranging from
one extreme of qr. crAlity to an extreme of a oOntrasting qual-
ity. .Abilities are value - laden, ie that fuming more ability is
better than having less; cognitive styles, by contrast, are
slue - differentiated,' in that sometimes one style is more

effective in performing r given task, but less ireful in doing
something else. lv;is thi:. last aspect of cognitive style-that
is of particular interest in diagnosing learner problems. Off-
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ficulties Ln learning and functioning in the foreign language

ray be associated with extremes along one or more_Cognitive

style dimensions. resulting in the me of a strategy that is

inappropriate or inefficient for the partici:ler utek at hand.

-Before we can diagnose learning problems, theh, we need to

review those dimensions of cogn4fivt., style that sees most rele-

vant to the learning of a sec.' .4 language. The' bipolar dimen-

sions) described below are synthesized from several models of

cognitive-etyle.' Because their characteristics sometimes over-

lap, they should not be considered as totally independent ore

mutually exclusive sets, but rather as alternative ways of char-

acterizinrcognitive behavior.

Field Independence-field Jortictence

The field-independent/field-dependent dimension of cognitive

style. -first isolated and labeled by Witkin and his colleagues

to characterize perceptual behavior, involves an analytical ver-

sus a global way of perceiving. Field-independent individuals

tend to perceive indi'v dual items as discrete from backgrounds

and, can-overcome the influence of embedding oantexts. Peseetch

evidence indicates that field independence correlates tubetan7

tialiy-with measures of intelligence that require analytical

skills: persons who are field independent perform better op,

tests that involve separating individual parts fron en organized

whole or rearranging perts to rake a whole. In lingilistic

teaks, field-independent learners have been phown to *Se able to

focus on language stimuli relevant to the learning task and

disregOrd inappraPriate ones.
field dependence or field sensitivity. by oantrest, is

characteriedd by a more global approaCh to the task at hand.

Guided by the existing organization of a whole context, field-

dependent individual - find it difficult to overcome the

influence of a surrey/141n; flield and often cannot separate an

item from its context. The field-sensitive language learner may

lack fOcusinq skills and can therefore be distracted easily by

irrelevant or extraneous linguistic stimuli.

Breadth of Categorization

This style dimension reflectls the individual's tendency to

1plare en item into a broad category or a nerrow category.

ChooSing the broad category minimizes the risk of excluding

items that belong, whereas choosing the narrow category minimi-

zes the risk of including items that do not belong.

Leveling lh±rrillivi

Scasewhlt related to breadth of categorization is the
leveling-sherpening dimension ocoognitive style. This model

4



accounts for individual variation in tj,e Rey information Le
assimilated in memory. Levelers tend to blur similir iioemries,
assimilating new information into previous categories: sharpen-
ers-tend to differentiate new information from old, .31110ti002
making greater distinctions among stimuli or events thin are
-Actually warranted.

Preception-Reception

The leveling - sharpening tendency is, in "Jiro. similar Co

the preceptive-receptive dimension of cognitive style. A per-
son who is preceptive looks for patterns: he or she is inclined
to assimilate new information Into previously held concepts or
arrecepts,' whereas the receptive individual tends to take in
details as they are, without considering first the way they
'fit' into preconceived notions or categories.

impulsiveness- Reflectiveness (Conceptual Tempo?

This awe dieeeetoo involves the speed with which individ-
usle mike decisions in solving a problem. Impulsive people tend
to make quick decisions, offering the first answer that occurs
to...Ahem, even though they may often be wrong. They select
hypotheses quickly without considering all the components of the
problem. Reflective individuals tend to gide more deliberate,
slower responses and ponder various possibilities or hypotheses
before deciding.

Risk ',eking-Caution

An individual's tendency to be reflective rather than lierml-

sive is moos/what like the inclination to be cautious rather than
to take risks. Risk taking is
to take a chance even when the
of unknowns in the situation.
treat, are reluctant to take a
their being right is very high
probably proceed utiously in
impulsive people ar re like

Systematicness

characterised by the willingness
odds are poor or there ace a lot

Cautious individuals, by con-
chance unless the probability of

. Reflective individuals will
problem - solving situations, while
ly to take risks.

The tendency to solve a problem or complete a teak by devel -
. oping a clear procedure or eystemetic plan contrasts with the

inclination to develop ideas "freely* and skip from the part to
the whole in an intuitive fashion. Systematic Individual say
be somewhat reflective as they form hypotheses or °maple a
tisk, whereas intuitive learners may be more urpuleive, °owing
first one idea and -hen abandoning it if it doesn't work.

11



Tolerarce Aptiu

Persons we° can traielat, ambiguity an des «ffectively with

aiknowe elements in a. given situation and ca handle uncertainty

comfortably. ?hey tend to use inferenci 4 _S to deal

with unknown /actors in task. Those dividuels who are irtol--
erant of ambiguity may give up quick) wean a task tnvolves 2.to

menymnknowni or presents difficult A person weo cannot

handle ambiguity Is likely to hay treauble foreleg nyeethenee,
taking risks, and making infer es.

Oh

flexible endive:tuella are able to find alternative eelutions

tow problem. They tend to be good at divergent thinking tasks
where the production of a variety or a large euentity of answers

is required. Inflexible individuals are unwilling to abandon a
particulate solution to a problem and consider other pesstbili-
ties. -They may be what Guilford calls "convergent thinkers,"
tending to remain within the 4trict limitations of a task dr
focus on the production of a single correct answer.

labolina the Learnieg___Pjoblem

SWAle students have problems learn ing second Languages
\'

because of attitudinal or situational factors; they may be urle..
timated for a variety of reasons and simply refuse to learn, er
they msy be unable or Celeilling u; invest the study time neces-',
sary for significant 1041h,ng to take place. If. however, oar-
tain students want to learn, are ineesting time in independent
study. and are still experiencing difficulties, it is likely

that tney ere using Inappropriate or inefficient strategies or
sets of strategies that can be corrected if they are pinpointed
for the"

Many of the learner problems encountered in the foreign
langmaat ciassrooa may be associated trtth extremes along one or
more ca4nitive style &monotone. A particular "visible syeptom'

(such as a Lack of fluency, failure to oaten; to detail, or a
lack of organisation) may be attributable to one or several
sources. The first step in labeleig the learning probletii is to

limit the possible sources of the difficulty. Once the teacher

his done this, he or *he has wee a Ineig away bewerd knowing heir
to give the students the specific help they need.

Some common source of difficulty have been synthesised free
existing research.on itive styles and learning strategies,
as well as Studies on good haegua year, end are le4-

cribed below.

14
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Poor 14400,..ri

Students cannot rememei inforeltion 1 'rat enough to inte-
grate the different elemeete of a spoken written message
411t172 a meaningful and onherent wnoie. Research (41 reading has
shown that memory span among beginning atuderts of A foreign
language is effectively shortened becadee of a lack of training
with the new node and the unfamiliarity of the Material (rano
Igil, pp. $07-is)- We can expect.-therefore, that many learners
wi i1 400tUit sympt.mea cf poor memory in the early atplesof
acquisition.

Snort-term Memory oiftic4lties may snow up, for (=ample. in
dictettons then students have large gape or miss eetirermenten-
cis. Shen aekeeto Out 0441e4 a reading of listening passage.
student. Whose memory needs sereegthening may write very skimpy
or Lnaccurat-1 rimunis. In addition, they havv, trouble answering
(pestilent* on a given cassage. Students may allab 'have difficulty

. recallihg mat7ific vmofbulary. verb endings. noun marksre.
'tact spellings. and;the_like. Constiuently, their written so--
duetion may br 11401ed with ma lack 'lltiercy. and tend
to be fairly brief.

e
A 140. of flexibility eight also result in a :ask of fluency.

even if the studert:s memory is Witte good. Students hesitate
and stueble over words because they are not able to find alte.-
native means of mapression. The performance of such students is
ofte-r- characterized by pauses in *parch and by Skimpy or brief
compositions. They mactte engaging asst of -.the ttme in conver-
ge.tt thinking and tend to focus on the paoduction of a single
right sileirer. They have-trouble with creative tasks or asulan-
sante that rt-,.;tre lengthy or varied output.

r*""1"11YthUl Cs,

When learners react ump.leively. tend to jump into a
task without'itiving adequate consideration to its various com-
ponents. They are not attentive to detail and are not overly
concerned with the adequacy or accuracy of their response. They
mey be extremely fluent but tend make a great amny errors.
Whet meted '.40 in tasks.req-tring !nierencing *kills, suchas

close po:iages. completion exercise., and the like, they tend to
make random land teeccuratel wearies h-sed on impulse rather
than thouiptful *naivete. In written ..ateo oral assignments.
impulaivereso may result in a lack of organization. Students
may vend to approach such asstcoments IA an unaystematic_and
'fremwheeling' fashion.

Because students who react impulsively tend to live the
!toot anewer that woes to mind, they may be what 'Xisher$,,r64115



"monitor- "Under- users "; that is, they do not apply what they
know about the formal structure of the language to their output

and subseqimently make frequent errors.

Excessive Rene t to

When learners are too reflective the' tend to pay too much'

attention to detail and disceiminate so Finely that they lose
the general thread of ,1istening or reading passage. They may

I x synthesizing skills because'they are concentrating too much

on the parts of the message. They tend to be very cautious
because they are overly concerned with the adequacy ar accuracy
of their responses.' Because they don't 1.ike to take risks. they

are Now at decision making and oaten prefer to say nothing
rather than make an inaccurate guess. They ray be what !freshen

calls "monitor over-users." reflecting toojeluch about the
acturacy of An: answer so that their oommunrcative ability and/or

fluency is hampered.

Lack of Systematicness/Organization

,
Students who react too intuitively when doing certain lan-

guage tasks may lack important organization skills. They may

produce rambling answers and disorganized thoughts in composi-

tions. Such students may also have poor study skills and may
fail to dorrect errors that have been explained previously,
because they do not attend to or remember them. They may also
have difficulty seeing grammatrcal patterns and Are poor at
forming hypotheses about the systematic structure and function-
ing of the language.

reld Dependence

Students mho exhibit field_ dependence in ding certain tasks
may lack analytical skills and have difficulty geeing patterns
within lingZistic stimull.They may also lack focusihg skills

and are too easily distracted by irrelevant details. Because

they oannot distinguish relevant from irrelevant information,

they tend to be random and inaccurate guecsers. In doing gram-
matical tasks, they any become confused by linguistic forme in
proximity to the ones an which the activity focuses and select
the wrong verb ending. tense, adjective ending, and the like,

Often their oo.ifasion in atten g to incppropriate cued 10 a

listening or reeding passage ire their ability to derive

moaning from cat passage. They may become easily frustrated by

extraneous informatior. er P-own elements and are likely to

wake the task more complex necessary.



iwveling /Categorising Too Broadly

When students ostegorite too broadly, they have difficulty
making pertipent distinctions between syntactic ce.semantic
categories. They may blur similar words, verb endings, deter -
miners, and the like, in their minds and make frequent errors in
spelling or in tAe.choice of appropriate linguistic focus. For
soma, students, for example, all verbs are in the infinitive, all
adjectives are masculine singular, and.011 Articles are definite
articles. These students ber.d to orergeneralise, making rules
about the second language-that subsume many examples.

sharninTooNarryowl
Students who tend to categorise too narrowly are overly ana-

lytical and discriminate too finely. They want to create a rule
for every example, strategy that prevents thee from molting
necessary and accurate generalizations. They may be intolerant
of ambiguity shore grammatical rules are concerned and become
will frustrated when a cut-and-dried rule is unavailable.
Because they are often lost in detail, they may have trouble
synthesising information and fording concepts.

Low Tole ance of Ambiguity

When students show low tolerance of ambiguity, they give
up _quickly whenever the task presents difficulty, doubt, or
ambiguity. They cannot hypetl.raize well and -do not like to take
risks. Because they give up easily, they are not good guessers
and may perform poorly on tasks requiringinferencing skills.

Some Diagnostic Instruments and procedures

What diagnostic instruments and/or procedures are available
to help teachers determine with some degree of confidence which
source or. sources of learning difficulty,are responsible for a
particular student's problem? Those measures and techniques
currently available can by described within the following sub-
'categories: (I) commercially available instruments used in
dognitive style resea-ch, (2) learning style inventories used in

,foreign language research, (3) ,rror charts, (4) interview tech-
niques, and(5) observation.

Instruments Used in Cognitive Style Research

The Instruments used in much of the cognitive style research

ae'
up trail now probably ve little practical value for the indi-
vidual classroom tea. er, but it may be of interest to review a
few of them here. Pe baps adaptations of these measures will be
designed for foreign Language learning contexts in the near
future.

..

q
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1,

d Thersare three instruments that have been typically :teed to

measure fiele dependence-independence% Sec-.use this coghltive

otyle dimension grew from perceptal research, tests to charac-
terise individuals along. this dimension have bean, t.o,Zate.

excluOively perceptual.
TM body Ad uttment Test. A person is req to adjust

a tilted chakr in tilted room to the true verti

. The Rod and Frame Test. The subject in day, ned room

adjusts a uminous rod.within luminous frame to'the true ver-

tical.
ft'

. The Rabedded Figures Test. The subject locates simple

figures in set of coaplex geometric patterns. (A variant of

this task is the ffiddinmem2nt..)
Obviously, oly a piper -and -pencil test such as the Embedded

Figures Test could cenceivabl'. be used on a wide scale by class-
room teachers.- Although researchers maintain that results °ti-

these perceptual reeks characterise people's cognitive style in
other oognitive ane personality dimensions, it would be valuable
to have at vat* future dote an analogical test of field depen-

dence/independence in either verbai or symbolic mods, either

of which would be a more direct measure of this characteristic
in language - learning task.'. The development of such an- instru-

ment would be useful to res rehire interested in the relation-

ship of thistype of oogn eve style to language learning and in

helping teachers diagnos student peoblems.

Pettigrew's P r- Pencil Questionnaire is one of the

most widely used proce is fur assessing breadth of categorisa-

tion. Itmas typicall specify the average value for specific,

category (suchas t of annual rainfall, sire of familiar

objects. etc.) and subjvIt's task'is to determine the most

extreme Biebers of ch oateq,ry from set of multiple-choice

alternatives.- Broa categot.'.sers will tend to widen the range

of values, whereas stow catego-isers will suggest a more

limited range. Vali the tests field dependence/indepen-

.0, dance, this test of itive style is given in verbal rather

than perceptual mode.
The most well known test of impulsiveness versus reflecjit,e-

nese or .ionceptual tempo" is the-Marching Familiar !Aimee
procedure. 'The subject must choose,a matching .figure for a
standard stimulus from among six very similai variants, one of

which is identical to the.etipulus itself. The speed and
accuracj with which the person responds are the two variables

observed.
A test of cognitive flexibility is the Etroop color -Nord

Interference; Test. One of the subtaelts requires the subject to

name colors in an interference situs tont the names of colors

are printed on a card, but each color is printed in an ink of

different color (e.g., rheaRtd RED is printed in green,- blue,
yellow, or arangejk, but neAr in red ink). Theapeed with

which a-person correctly neeesthe Colors (disregarding the ink

10



00100 (interferenceihdicaten his orher susceptibility to interference or
conflict in the stimulus. A flexible person can overcome the
infiu cot of the ink color when nisling the color.

Learning Stylinventories

Many of the learning style and e style inventories
that have been described recently in reign lanlyukgs,peitagogi.;
cal contexts are inappropriate for out porpoise because they
tend to label that learner in terms cUone or sevoral dominant

learning styles and preferences and donot focus on specific..
difficulties associated withAlscrete talks or task types.2 One
pOisible exception is tapalies Indivilhial Differencei Inventory
(Pegdlir and respogna 1977), which soy ove very helpful in
gull:Wing the ocher's analysis of an in vidual's behavior when
performing certain classroom testa. of the broad classifi-
catory questions that could be adapted oi a diagnostic approach
include those immaarised ty Lesko (1978) ind listed below. -The
teacherassesses learner's characteristics on a fives point
likeittype scale (such as the one on pp.\12 -13), measuring fre-
quency of occurrence from 1 (never) to S ( ery frequently). .,Thet
questions in parentheses are suggested to late Papilla's

141

-

inventory questions to the sources of diff caty discussed earl-
ier in this paper.

Is 'the stUdent's thiekihg guided prIdOminantly by issduc-
tivi c deductive princiAlma,.(Is he systeXitic mr intuitive?)

. Does he contri#4e novel Pleas*or_prop4me alternative-.
route, to be explored? (Is 'he flexible or inflexible? A
divergiAt ce convergent thinket71

s-Is heprone to seek chiaroscuro answers\to complex prob-
Isms?' How quickly does he get confused and rdschfor the easy
we cut? .(is he tolerant-of ambiguity? impaisive or
ti emetic- or intuitive?)

. Wha t the quality of his homework? Is it yell ex46
cute's, and submitted on time? (ii the student ttintive or inat-
teatime to'detailf Orgenised.ce disoignised?

A comprehensive list of questions such as the an servo-as a
valuable guideline Di diagnosing a learner's Mee more
accurately. Many of the questions that could be Included in'
Filch an inventory are implicit in the desciiptions of Learner
problems -in the previous section of this paper. A sample list
derived from those categories is provided in figure 1. Thu-lilt
of questions is not meant to be exhaustive; rather, it repro-
sente_qiestion types that would be useful. :e

. .

When the inventory is completed, thi teacher ban pinpoint
the sources of difficulty by referring back to thedescriptions-
of Learner problems and matching the inventory results to them.

11



1. Diagnostic Inventory

lank the student's Characteristic behavior Doom 1 (never) to 5

(very frequently) for oath of the questions below.

Doss the student...

1. baveCtrouble'resembering syntactic and/or
semantic information in. the foreign language? 1 2 3 4 5

2. leave large gaps in dictstionaR 1 2 3 4 5

3. write elsiery.or insecurate.ricaefe of
listening or readinvpassagew in.the
foreign language? 1 2 3 4 5

4. exhibit a lack of fluency when answering
questions or mpetkine on a topic in the

foreign leagues's? 1 2 3 4 5

5. have tmabla vith CreaXive tasks? 1 2 3 4 5

6. write Skimpy or briercompositions in the
foreign language? 1 2 3 A 5

7. tend to answer questions impulsively, giving
quick but often inaccurbtenswers? 1 2 3 0

speak fluently, but 'eke frequent and
?fireless errors? 1 2 3 4 5*

9. 'mess randomly and inaccurately? 1 2 3 4 5

10. reflect eloni time over answers? 1 2 3 4 5

11. write lengthy compositions riddled with
errors? 1 2 3 4 5

12. tern in written work that is disorganized
and/or unsystematic? 1 2 3 4'5

)3. tend to get lost'in detail Whestreading? 3 2 3 4 5

14. read word-for-wnrd and refuse tO one
contextual guessing techniques and inferencing
Skills?' 1 2 3 4 5

15. fatal tO'correcterrore that hove been'
previdnely explaindd several times? 1 2 3 4 S.

to pay attentiod to the imPortant-
detalls.in a listening or reading task? 1 2 3 4.5

.17. get easily distracted by Irrelevant words
and structures?' 1 2 3 4 5

1$. become easily (frustrated when there are
,unkmewn elements in a tnsk; asking it "too

complicated"?

12
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19. fail to make pertinent distinctions between
--syntactic or semantic categories, blurring

similar words or structures?

20. tend to be overly analytical, wanting to
%. create a rule for every example?'

21. have difficulty mokinlacralitations about
the structure of the ge?

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4`5'

4 5

4 5

Error Charts
ti

A technique that should provide important cues to learning =,

difficulties is error. analysis. One way to quintiltand analyst,
the type Mai frequency of a student's linguistic errors co both
tests and humeworkkapert is to use an error chart of sometype.
Brown (1979) has developed an instrument that has beenifiediin
analyzing errors in second-year compositions at the oilimrsity
of Nebraska. This instrument is used to help students minimise
the recurrence of errors by drawing their attention to the kind
of error and its _frequency on-each oomposition turned in during
the-semester. Students wort the number of errs On each oom=,
position and recordithem an their charts.--Ily the, and of the
semester, the amber of errors per category should be reduced.

Omaggio has adapted this idea for use in correcting homework
and teal papers in beginning language classes. (See Figure 2.)
Student* receive a copy of the error chart at the beginning of
each "jar- unit of work during the semester. All errors are
coded on daily homework papers in the margins. Students suet
correct their cwn errors, using the sodas to help them gate-
"arise their mistakes and indicate what is wrong. Of counts, '

the teacher wan be consulted if the students cannot discover the
correct answers themselves.) Students then rectrd.the number of
errors per category for each htmework sesigneent, quiz, or test.
Before a major unit test, the charts ire collected and analysed
to determine which grammatical subjects need to be reviewed and
to sidin diagnosing individual learner problems.

A procedure such pa this is helpful to the students as well,
are the teachers: instead of receiving homework papers with
eassi4e corrections or quantities of unexplained red circles and
underlining., students get specific feedback on the nature of,
the linguistic error, they have side in terns of both error type
and quantity. Tir teacher andthe students MA see at a glance
what type of llicguistic errors the .. students tend'to °omit, and
that can keep track of the individual's ;rovess in eliminating
the* as the semester progresses.' . Error charts arch- as these can
also provide data that will help the tielcier diagnose Wit cleft- ,

sift' problems within the dategories presented earlier.

V VP
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Pig. 2. Error 'Mart
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KZY TO ASSRZVIATIONS

'AC accent missing'or wrong
I failure to make elision,

or inappropriate elision AA

SP spelling error PO3
GN gender wrong
NB number wrong -- sing /plural

NIG negative wron aced,
missing

VC vocabulary wrong, wor
choice, missing words PRO

ART article missing( wrong 'WV
form' used wrong after PR

negative, expression of
quantity

SVA subject/verb agreement

lacking
VP verb form- -stela incorrect
TM tense Incorrect
MD mood incorrect (indicative,

imperative, or subjunctive)
.

PP past participle wrong-:
form or agreement
adjective agreement wrong
posseisive adjective wrong'
or missing, lackssagreenino-

Trip indirect object pronoun
wrong or missing

RP reflextve pronoun wrong or
missing
other pronounI or en
adverb wrong or misplaced
preposition massing or

wrong

CONJ conjunction missing or
wrong

MD word order wrong
INC ,incomprehensibke, due to

structure or vocabulair
choice that makes It diffi-
cult.ten pinpoint the error

14
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Interview Techniques

One diagnostic toOl thAt is invaluable.to teachers who have
had some training in this area is the individual interview. If
well conducted, it can help them identify learning styles with a
fair degree of accuracy and mske lingliistically appropriate
judgments. Rosenfeld (19741 has-developed en interview proce-
dure An which students are asked to "think aloud" ai they per-
form foreign language tasks.3 The purpose of the interview is
to-attain valid and reliable descriptions of a student's strate-
gies in doing specific learning tasks, and to use this tnfor
nation subsequently to help the student to overcome difficul-
tles. Rosenfeld lives the following guidelines for the most
effective interview session:

. Begin each interview with a practice session in self-
report procedures, using tasks similar to those you actual/1r
intend to use in the Intervie;o.

. Distinguish between an incomplete and a.complete deocrip-
tion of a strategy. There are two kinds of responses, for
example, that students should make when doing reading-grammar
tasks: what he or she does tn'perform the -grammer-operations.
and what he student does with the words in the task sentence.
In reading tasks, there are also two types of operations: what
the student-does i reading, for the main meaning of the passage,
and what he or she does when encountering an unfamiliar word
(word-solving strategies).

. There are two types of Self-reports introspective and
retrospective. Students who think aloud while doing the task at
hand are introspecting, while those who describe,what they did

-after the fact are retrospecting. "Because the retrospective
description is often incomplete, Rosenfeld recommends using
introspection, or a combination of the two Approaches, depending
:on the student.

Ask indirect rather than direct questions so that you
'don't force students' answers about their strategies into a par-
ticular direction. You want to'learn what tile students' own
perception* of their strategies are rather than impose your men
perception on thejitudents.

. Emphasise tfiat you're primarily interested in theme steps
the students go through to arrive at an answer. rather than with
the correctness of the answer Itself.

. Don't "teach" during the interview. it's important 0
remember that the purpose of the interview is to perceive the
stulents' ctrategies: even if they are struggling with the task,
dp not intervene to help them solve it, thereby interrupting the
report of what is being done to arrive at a ealutibn

. Be sure you and the students understand what is adept
the terms they are using to describe their At:ratan17i::

. Look for infor4ation about the students' het ,0 toward
the task, their seif-concept as foreign language learners, and
their theory !about language learning.

15



. follow the ledrners and go where they lead you. Allow

digression., because significant information can often be

obtained that,way.

By '.sing this Interview technique. Hosenfeld has begun to ais -

cover some important consistencies in the strategies Wed by
learners Eho are successful'at the task as opposed to those use(

by unsuccessful learners. Her research corroborates 011 conten-

tion of thispaper that differences in achievement are often
linked to the use of inefficient or ineffective strategies%
Many of these strategies are rooted in :he problem sources

described earlier.
One of the cost interesting features of this interview tech -

nique is that the students arm often able,to draw important ,'

conclusions About the source of their difficulties by comparing
their responses with others who have teep_mors successful at

completing the same type of tasks. Their own insights can
contribute to the diagnostic process necessary for. renediation

to begin.

Observation

Teachers should not mininize the, usefulness of their intu-
itions about learner difficulties based. on everyday informal

observations of students' behavior. Quizzes, tests, homework,

classroom participation, and conversations before or after class.

Can often yield information of a diagnostic nature. Hosenfeld's

"think aloud" technique can also be used in class to make learn-

ers ware of the various strategies available for approaching a
given foreign language task and to allow teacher, to observe
students' behaviors outside the interview context. Sometimes At

is fairly easy to diagnose with confidence learner's problems

this way. When the problem Is more difficult to pinpoint, how
ever, it would be wise to'rosort to one or sore of the other

diagnostic procedures described in this section.

16
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Responding to Laiiner Needs:

Some Classroom Activities

One of the-problems with cognitive style rlseatch up until
recently has been that there has been "an almost.total lack of
ertioulation...between the psychological study of-cognition, on'
the one hand, and educational research and practice, on the
other Mogen 1971, quoted is Claxton and Ralston 1978, p. 9).
Ricckbichler and Maggio (1978), have suggested specific remedial
activities to address learner' problems in specific skill areas,
thereby bridging that gap for the foreign langUage teacher.
These remedial activities will be described in the following
pages, mid examples will be provided in Xnglish, Trench, German,
and Spanish-. All the activities are easily adaptable to indi-
vidual,tutorial sessions, amell group work, or Xargirgroup
instruction. In ,thablast-named apse, teach*, says choose to
identify particulat'problems and incorporate ...ppropriete activi-
ties into daily lesson plans.

The language tasks have been arranged in two ways. First,
they have been classified a:cording to the nature of the proces-
sing *Lends of the Task and are discussed within that frame-
work. (Tor example, activities 1 -18 emphasise the development
of analytical skills, tasks 19-27 concentrate on the synthesis
of information.) Secondi the activities have been" classified
according to their remediel values the goobers corresponding to
the language tasks have been-placed in the activities guide in
Figure 3. This guide serves to indicate both the source of the
student's problem and the skill seats) in which it is most evi-
dent. (For example, activities 2, 3, 4, 12, 14, 20, 21, 47, 40,
and 55 can be used to help students who are field-ascendent when
doing listening tasks.) Thus,.esce the teacher has identified
the source of the.learniag problem, -he ervihe siMply chooses
those activity types from the guide that correspond to it in cue
or more skill areas.

The classification scheme by which'the tasks are organized In
the next pages is outlined below:

I. ANALYSIS. /wise activities require the student to analyze
samples of the foreign language and to pay specific atten-
tion to linguistic or semantic units- -phonemes, morphemes,
vocabul,i:y items, phrases, etc. Such tasks might also_
emphasise judging the meaningfulness of thoso units.

17
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Figure 3. Activities Guide

Listening
2,3,4,12,20,
22,40,42,49,
51,52,53,54,
55

28,29,40,47

Speaking
6,17,18,31,

32,33,40,
42.52,53

6,23,24,30,
71,34,35,

36,39,40,
41,42,43, S

nes 2,3,4,11,12,
14,15,19,20,

48,49,50,55

14,17,18,

)1,4 ,42

bicessive ReflectikPec
ness/Caution

10'21,28,29,
47,55

Lack of eyrtemat
Organisation

dependence

mesa 2,3,4, 1 2,

20,22

?,3,402,14,
20,21,47,48
55

23,30,12
34,41,42,
43

6,39,42

Leveling/Categorization 2,3,11,14,1
too broad

ibtrpening/Categorisa- 2,3,28,29

g.INtlnLIMSE9wLile/rof

6,14

6,41

4,15,42,47 ,30,41

Learn in

*ad ng
2.3,4,7,8,
9,20,40,49,
51,55

5,6,10,19,
31,33,52

Voce boil
3,4,5,6,7,8,

33,42,46,
52,53,54

G asma
2,5,7,8,9,10,
12,19,31,32,

'42,46,52,
St,S4

28, ,4 , 6,24,31,33, 6,28,30,33, 2i,24,29,31,
47 35,36,3708, 39,41,42,41, 33.34,42,44,

39.40,41,43. 46,47 45,46.55
44,45,55

2,3,4.7,8, 5,10,14,17, 3,4,5,7,8, 2,5,7,8,100
12,11,14 8.19.25,26, 10,11,13,14, 11,12,13,14,

15,16,20,27, 27,31,40,51, 15,16,20,26, 15,17,19,25,
48,49,50 55 42,48,50,51 26;31,42
1,4,21,28, 23,41,43 23,28,30,32, 23,29,31,32,
29,46,47 41,42,43,46, 34,42,46

47
2,3,4,7,8, 5,6,10,20, 3,4,5,6,7,8, 2,5,7,8,10,
11,12,16, 25,27,37,38, 10,11.42,43 1102,25,12,
20,27,55 39,43,51,c5 SS
1,2,3,4,12, 5,10,27,45 1,3,4,5,6,8, 2,5,6,8,10,
13,14,20,21, 10,11,13,14, 11,12,13 14,
25,27,45,46 46,47,48 25,45,4447
47,49

2.3,7,8,9, 5,6,10,11, 3,6,74,9,10 2,5,7,8,9, 0
11,13,14,15 14 11,1304,15 11,13,14,15
2,3,7,8,9, 6,10,41 1,6,7,13,9';!8 2,7,8,9,10,
28,29 29
1,4,15,46, 2301,46 1,15,23,30, 15,29,46-
47 47 41,46,47



A. CLUB SEARCHING: Tasks remixing the stwdent to locate
certain features of the language and identify them
properly.

S. CATEGORIZING/CLUSTERING: Tasks requiring the student
to List or otherwise isolate items of a certain gram-
matical or semantic cat49ory.

C. JUOGiNG NEANINGIPULMPSS: Tasks requiring the student to
judge the esaningfulnesi or acceptability of an utter-
ance. express an opinion, or.evaluate a series of
statements.

SYNTHESIS. Th_se acclivities require the student to go
beyond analysis to recombine elements of the Language and
create an organised whole. Tasks include rieumie. organi-
sational activities, and integrative lariguage activities.

fit. rintsmiTy. These tasks require the student to find
equivalents, think of paraphrases, expand upon a cue or an
idea, or make Itransformations. They help students
increase their flexibility with the language, encourage
creativity, d increase fluency.

tv. RAKING IN These activities require the student
us analyseeXand synthesize informs on to make inferences
about missing cues or what conci ions can be drawn from
certain information.

V. IMPADVING MEMORY. The last set of tasks is designed to
help the student expand his Fapscitias for remembering
words, phrases, sentences, grammatical features, and ideas
in the foreign language.

List of Activities within Classes

I. ANALYSIS

A. CLUE SEARCHING
1. Skimming tasks

2. Syntactic clue searching
3. Semantic clue searching
4. Information search
S. Proofreadiv..,

CATEGORIZING /CLUSTERING _

6. Category listing
7. Card sorting
8. find odd word

19
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9. Blank is to blank
10. Screw Categorising
11. biscrieination tasks
12,' Segmenting

C." JUDGING miumimmunms
131 Emenerse semantic clop
14. Corriges-moi
15. Ilantence eons*,

16. Ranking
17. tither -or questions

18. 11gree/disagrve

II. SYNTHESIS
19. Dictation
20. Miami
21. Croat, title 0
22. Strip story
23. Sentence hultder

24. Embedding
'25. Scrambled sentence*
26. Debydratelmentances
27. Strambled,compositiom

III. FLIEIMILITT
116 Semantic matching
29. Syntactic! matching
30. Oral semantic matching
31. Retell

311i. Conversation cards

33. Completion'
34. Transformation drills
35. Question expansion
36. Creating with visuals
37. !breed relationship-visuals
38. Picture question and answer
39. Vocabulary* create'a-context
40. Rose zechrilgue

41. Group brainstorming
42. Jigsaw pmealga
43. Ne vordy
44. insertion

45. go the story

IV. PEEING minsces
46. Close adaptation
47. Contextual guessing
48. Identifying visuals
49. Inferential identification
SO. Logical continuation traceptive)
51. Logical continuation (productive)

tGf
N.

ve,
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DIPMOVING mummy
N. sz. Ilmmesbaring responses

53. Memory games
SS. Old you hear?
SS. SIAADe

I. ANALYSIS.

A. Clue Searching

I. SRLMRIMG MUSS

TeskdescrIztlool Involves the rapid reading of a paragraph or
passage to obtain information pertaining to '7.-pacific idea or
to a list of specific queltions. Usuelly tised.

Remedial veltwit Skimming tasks ancowrage the Learner who is too
rve or who bends to gat lost in detail to learn to focus

on the relevant information in language simple without wend-
ing an inordinate amount of time decoding every word. Such
tasks Increase Feeding speed while encouraging comprehension r/
relevant-information.

Imample (elementary level)* Read the fallowing passage in Which
Petrick talks at his possessions. Skim . a passage quickly.
listing all the facts you can find that suirport the twn stite
mints below.

I. Patrick else Ls musigue. (Patrick likes wasic.+3
2. Les,autros onnt LOpOrtntO dans ma vie. (Other people

are inportint in his life.,

J'ai des livres at des disgame--
...J'el une chains stirdophonique.
J'ai tan vdlomoteur.

J'el_des plantes it une guitart....
J'ai de la chance.

tare fresa it une saeur.

J'al des parents qui "it tormidables....

hall

t have boOks and records- -
I have stereo.
I have moped.

4 have plants and a guitar.
. I'm lucky.
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i have a brother and sister.

I Miro parents who are wonderful.)

Source, Jarvis it al. (1979). pp. 36-37. Technique adapted

from Rivers (1975.

2. SYNTACTt: CLUE SEARCHING

Task description: Students underline or tally syntactic units

of even category (such as verb endings or noun markers) in

either a reading or a Listening passage.

Ummedial value( Because titiirtask focuses on recognizing spa

tic grammatical features of the targetlanguage, it will help
the student who has trouble remembering grammatical forms and

structures as well as the student who fails to distinguish

be similar forms and structures. The student who is field

de t will profit from this activity because it forces him

or r to distinguish relevant from irrelevant details and focus

an hied features within complex ..iquage sample. The

activity gives studenti practice in attending to syntactic cues

to structure and meaning,

Examples Students hear the following passage read at a *normal'
speaking speed and are asked to make a tally mark each time they

hear definite article. (There are ten definit' articles in

this particular sample.) They may also be asked to keep sub-

tally of singular vs. plural articles; masculine vs. feminine,

or a combination of four sub- tallies (masculine singular, femi-

nine singular, masculine plural. and feminine plural).

Una claim .-$ la universidad consiste de veinticinco a

treinta alumnae. Los alumnos satin any interesados. Tienen can

profesor may simpitico e inteligento. El profesor Hartfnez es

el major piofesor de espaRol. Los alumnae son may afortunados.
Algunos alumnae no lo quidren porqus de machos dsberes y *admen -

us. La sayorfa de los alumnos,aprecian la dedicacidn de este

profesor. Un profesor de *spatial debe set dedicado pars qua los

alumnae aprendan el idioms.

(A class at the university consists of 25 to 30 students. The

students are very interested. They have a very nice, intelli-

1,
gent professor. Professor Martinez is the best Opanish profes-

sor. The students are very lucky. Some students don't like him

because he gives lot of Willem:wit and exams. The maparity of

the students ar Ieciate the dedication of this professor. A

Spanish professor should be dedicated so that the students will

learn the language.)

Source: Minn (1976)
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3. SEMANTIC CLUE SEARCHING

Task description: Students under Ae or tally lexical iteAs of
a given category (e.g., descriptive :43ectives, adverbs of time
and place, medical terms, term* perc4ining to education, foods).

Remedial value: As in the syntactic clue- searching technique,'
this task helps students remember elements of the target lan-
guage or recognize those elements that belong to a given seman-
tic category. Field-dependent as well as impulsive learners
will profit from an activity such as this, because it forces
then to distinguish relevant from irrelevant detail and focus on
specified vocabulary within a complex language sample.

:wimple: Identify the vocabulary in the following passage that
refers to food.

Endlich bestellt sie Dockwurst mit Kartoffelsalat, min Glee Coca
Cola und eine Portion Schokoladeneis mit Sahne. Des kostet sechs
Mark fUnfzig. lit dew ZehnpfeanigetUck kauft sie ein StUck
Spearmint Kaugurpa in einem Automat und geht froh each Hause.

(Finally she orders sausage with potato salad, a glass of Coca
4 Cots: and & helping of chocolate ice cream with cream. 'That
, costs six Marks fifty. With the ten -Pfennig-piece she buys a

piece of spedrmint gum at a machine and goes happily home.)

Source: Technique taken from Minn (19761. Passage from Logan
(1976). p. 149.

4. INFORMATION SEARCH

Task description: This activity involves reading or listening
to a passage with certain proposed questions in mind. Students
are looking for specific information with as iparture times in
a passage about air travel, specific ingredients needed to make
a recipe, or details relating to the the and place an event
will occur.

Remedial value: Such tasks ancovrage the learner who is too
reflective or who tends to get lost to detail to learn to focut

/ on the relevant parts of a message The student who fails to!

attend to the msportant-cmis will become more aware of the
Amount' of information that can bk missed by inefficient listen-

,ing or reading strategies. Listening for specific\ information
also gives etvdente practice in detecting syntactie mien to
segmentation 1:4 -e message (e.g., cues to who, where, when,
why, and what).

'Examcjez- Students are given the following questions and a.
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told that the answers to these questions are giden in the one-
,. sided telephone conversation they will hear. The conversation,

is road trice. When students hide gocten all the ini,rmation

asked for they turn over their pipet: and mark the time. Extra)

credit is given for rapid completion of the task.

Questions:
1. What is going to happen?
2. Where?
3. What day?
4. What dam?.

5. What time?
6. What should you bring?
7. -What la the teacher's address?

S. What can you do th.re?

Alla, 4isrie7 Ici Susanne...I1 y a un pique -clique ches notre
protesseur de frangais vendredi 12 mat viers six hourss du eoir

...Alors, apporte tun adrease eat 295

Avenue des Fleurs. Tv pourraa Formidable! A domain!

Alb

(Mello, Marie? /hie is Susanne...There's going to be a picnic
at our French teacher's house on Friday, Msy '2, around 6:00 at
eightmering your bathLng suit...OE...Her address is 295
Flowers Avenue...Will you be able to make it?...Great1 See you

tomorrow!)

Source: Pasafge anl questions adapted from Lander (19771.
Technique adapted from Rimers 11975).

5. PROOFREADING

Task deimiption: Students read thr-ligh a typed text in which

certain 'common errors hay* been deliberately inserted. They

attempt to find the errors (for instance, spelling, accents,
lack of agreement) and correct them. They then check their
corrections against an error -free version of the text.

Remedial value: Although some educators believe that students
should not be shown incorrect samples of the target language
(they maintain that .these errcrs will become difficult to eradi-
cate later), this assumption has never been woven. In fact,

many theorists believe that errors can 'be used in the learning .

process, and alertness to erroneous forms can be cultivated

through the proofreading task described here. Students'are

asked to focus on detail., look for inaccuracies, ind otherwise

use thetr."monitoe to advantage. This task is especially uses
ful to-students who tend to commit many mechanical errors or who
do not attend sufficiently to detail in production tasks.
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txamplv Canyou find the mechanical errors in the following
passagd? There are massing accents, incorrect spellings, and
improper elisions. Try to correct ell 35 errors. When you have
finished, check your work against the given on p. U of
your text.

Que oenment les etudiants Quebecois de lour etudes
universitaires? Quelles sont lours asbitoins? Comment Loa -
ginent its lour avenir? Quo voUlent ils, faire dans Le vie?
Quelles sont lour relations avec lours ;arent:gourquoi'tuT"
client its? Sont ils obliges de travailer?

cLt
se habillent

ile? Quells est lour attitude au sujst de is amour it du'
marriage? Que peasant ils de la politique et, d, la religion?

Pour avoir des reponses a cos questions, un educator= osna
disuse a organism, un sondage de opinion. IT a interroge mills
etudiants it etudiantes do siege a vingt trois ans. Cette etude
a dare die ans.

itrrorer

15 missing accents
7 'lasing hyphens
3 elision errors

3 agreement errors
4 spelling errors
1 peat participle agreement error
1 article gender error

a

SourC4, Technique adapted from Rivers (1975). Passage adapted
from Jervis at al. (1979), pp. 261-62.

S. Categorising/Clustaring

6. CATZGORY LISTING-

Task description,t .Students create list of words that belong
to a given category or choose the best category themeelves for a
list of words. They may also be asked to group words into clus-
ters according to their semantic or syntactic similarities.

Remedial values Categorisation tasks improve students' memory
for vocabulary while encouraging this to analyse linguistic
units in terns of their .common attributes. Students who hive
trouble seeing relationships within classes of words will profit
from categorisation tasks.

teamplest A. Choose the best category for the following clusters
of words in rencht
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les petits.vois
les haricots wits
lee culottes
lee 44nalds

girls ds

boin de
our
&want

pas ligumesi Epripositions de lieu) -

(peas near

green beans far tree

Carrots art

spinach in front of

(vegetables) (prepositions of place))

1%; Mate flair (and only four) groups of words from the-list

given below. ass:lgn category name to each group you create.

is neige (snow) le soled (sun)
is pdkangne (bowling gams) I. football ( ootballisoccer)

Is sac ds couchame (sleeping beg) les planate. (planets)

is luau (soon) les dents (teeth) -

li mete (chalk) = lee-dtoilse (stars)

is mootagne (mountain) la tents (tent)

l'oigion Onion) les bois (,woods)

le teatime \ttlinie) -la palate Masque game)
. ..

. Students Olin create aneuaber of categories. Four plausible
categories might be White objects, celestial ladies, sports, and

Caving. Accept any four categories that for a feasible class.

7. com sprawl

des= ions "cads falling intoNurique syntactic, sirpho-
c.I, onological categories Sr. printed or written on

sates:lards. Students sort the cards according to the category to
which they belong (foods, clothing, sports, words that sound
elks, adjectives, verbs in the imperfect, ec44: Categories

can aloes be subdivided (taals/individual sports. summer/winter

clothing, verbs in the first person/verbs in the third person,

Remedial values Card sorting helps students looms categorical
structure on linguistic and mantic: units' and discriminate
more finely between words'Ot different oetegories. Working with

the 'Ards should also help students semoriarthe words they are
sorting.

Merles Separate the following,itees into two categories: one

pile of cards for caliente" (hot) and one pile for "trio"

(cold).
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(aortas) .
e'eletal.ada (salad)

altos (rice)
jug* or naranja

(prangs juice)

sops (soup)

.-: Caliente' .

arras- helado
sopa jugo de naranja
buswue pumburus vase ,
110110 frit*

-
,.- .

:-
-pages trite],

holed° (ice caste)
home rancheros .

-(eggi renchTeiyle)
papamfritas (french fries)
'peso (Ohm's)
pen° frit° (fried chicken)

, 8. mai boo !cm

Task cr3gt OW A short vocabulary list is given to the
_learner.- 1 the words are related accept one. The student's
task is to indicate 'Mich word does act belong oh the not and
give thezeasep. sty.

vattsai Sue as for tasks_ no. 6 and in. 7.

liessoplet Mich word does not belong in each of the groups of
four below? Circle the `odd" word in thou cluster and explain
why you dile& it.

A. dsidegen (rain: C. der Prissier (hairdresser)
due Gaunter (thunderstorm) der Vetter (ccutin,.masc.)
des DeglOck (mistartune) der GroSvater (grandfather)
der Donner (thunder) die Twine (cousin, tem-)

des Theater - (theater)- D. Breit (broad)
des Geblude (building) rest (wide)
die larch* (church) eng_(narrow)
der Snit (cage) welch (soft)

9. sum is so lams f
Task descriptions Pairs of words that,ere related in some way
(Such as *Monroe, synonyes, or suparordinates) are used in this
activity. e_third word is given, and studetts are asked to find
an appropriete-match.

*,4^

shimedial values Students are sensitised to categorical rela-
tionships among words in the target language, and memory for
vocabulary within-semantic or syntactic catagariskis improved.
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1S let Rind an appropriate word to cciplete the relationships
given me In the model.

Osntrdeatiett st they:putt?
Dentsdentlete it abeyant:coiffeur (-ousel)

a:- pommesfrmIt it poise de tarts?
marOttelligume is rbti de bosun?
leitsboiseoh It giteett7,

( Apples fruit tt potato t7

carrot t viSpetaR41-, t roast beef t 7

jailkidrink 31 'ket7)

4Ar
.POWNillatt 4'71 devant0
liSftsjost is lunei?
hiverodtf II antommes?

(neattfar.flom It in front oft?
nighttday tt._noont?

winterteummet is autumns?)

ur. vasoft erazootaziisa

Task description: After teacher has returned a corrected
composition, housework semi tr quiz, or test, students are
asked to list their mistakes, tting this into such categories
as opening-errors, tone:, err a, vocabulary errors, and the

Remedial voices Students are made maze of the type and fre-
quency of their errors and are encouraged C3'correct thee in a

:ler
Systematic may, Once students ha isolated those types of

errors they commit most often, they wore likely to review
the Maley& t sections a, the text t will help them avoid
Similar errors in their future work..

Stemple: Using the error chart provided by the teacher (such as
thetas edgy:sated axp. 14); student* 00=600 all the errors
oodaitted in each categot, listing the correct forms under the
category heading. Atte teacher can muggeet spedific pages 4% the
teat for review)or assign activities that give the students
_practice in the area in which they are experiencing the most
diffiesilly.

_ . .

11. DISCRISINkTiON TASKS

Task detteriptions students cosplete a sentence by picking the -

correct word from a list of words that are similar in fors Or

meaning,
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Remedial values Multiple - choice items Of this type encourage
stsidents to make fine discriminations between words or struc-
tures that they tend to confuse. They force students to focus
on detail end choose the correct form in a more reflectivml,
manner. When distractors are wry similar to the-right angrier,
random guessingis discouragid.

!bumplei

A. Verdi mi
(1) carreters

(2) caro
carters

(4) oorto

B

(I :set my
(1) pighway
(2) espensivk
(31 wallet
(4) short

Poi a comprer fruta en el I went-.to buy fruit at the
(1) mooted° (1) mounted
(2) mercado (2) market
(3) marcado _(3) marked
(4) mono (4) monkery

C. La basun' se foe con el
(1) loran°

(2) veneno
(3) veinte
(4) viento

D. S1 perro me

(1) .loma

(2) biro
(3) lame
(4) Use

12. 11/101RNTIRG

lb

The garbage went away with the
(1) summer

(2) poison
(3) twenty

(4) wind

The dog me'.

(1) hill

(2) parrot
(3) licks
(41 file)

Task descriptions This activity involves listening to or -read-
ing sentences and isilating thlir component parts. The task may
be to identify the actor, the object, or the action in each men-

114Z. At a more advanced level, learners may be required to
ify mein or subordinate clauses, e.g., relative or condi-

tional clauses.

Remedial values When processing speech or written language, it
is impirtAnt for the listener or reader to be able to perceive
meaningful segments of the total message in order to see the
relationships of the parts -to each other and to the whole.

Segmenting activities help learners attend to cues to syntactic
function and thereby increase their abilities to comprehend the
message fully.
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Rumples Identify the direct object in the following sentemo:

A. fob hebe die Zeitung gekauft. (I bought the newspaper.)

S. Nsiner Matter babe ich die Zeitung gsgeben.
(I gave the newspaper to mother.) .

C; In der Weitung bat seine Nutter eine Miles* gefrnden.
(My mother found an advertiessient in the newspapee.)

C. Mein* Nutter seigte seines rater dies* Meklame.
(My mother showed this advertisement to my father.)

S. Mein rater Let abet base gewordener will keine Seise ninth
Newark, New Jersey Inchon,

(But Sy father got angryhe doesn't went to make a trip to

Newark, Nov Jersey?)

F. Maine Matter ist jetzt sehr treurig--seit lenger Zeit will
tie den weltberahmten flergerten in Newark when.

(My Mother is very sad now --she has wanted to 946 the world-
famous pooin Newark for lone time.)

a. *Sarum dorthin gehen wenn du sinfach sin Such deraber lesen
kannst?" sagte mein rater.

("Why go there when you ,can simply read a hook about it?"

my father_ esid.).

Sources Technique adapted from Rivers (1975).

. Judging Meaningfulness

13. MUSS SSMANTIC4CLOZS

Task descriptions Students are given a passage in which extra-
neous words have been inserted. Their task is to cross out the

words that do not belong.

Remedial value. This task forces students to focus on detail
and make Important discriminations between simile- words and
structures in the target Language. It will help the impulsive

learner who fails to attend to details as well as the broad
categoriser who does not make important discririnstions.. Stu-
dents must attend tc meaning in order to locate the extraneous

wrap.

fiRaeytl

Gestern bin ich ir. Kino gegangen. loh rah soil anon rap von

resebinder. Der Film war wirklich sear gran lilt unt Montag "oho
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-!Oh du ihg,Biader su sehen. Jetzt alstet-es viol ins mit Una
sti-gehen. Hoffentlich.wird seine Asttei des Sale Geld gsben.
Hie du Veldt kommst, bin lob nur OberichUler. FUr mich ist es
nicht, einfaoh seelisch Geld au kriegen.

(YeatercleyI went to she. `movies. I saw ishoulji a film by Fass-4
'binder. The Tito was really very green good and Monday I you am
going to see it again. Mow it costs a lot to go to with the

1-'imovies. Hopefully my moiher will give me the salt Annoy. As
you know come. I am only a high school student. It is not easy
emotional for me o6 gat money.)

`\t

CORRIGEZ-MOI (Correct Me)4

Task descriptions The teacher reads a story, paragraph, or sen-
tence containing inappropriate words whose meanings could be
confused with the appropriate contextual meaning. As students
listen, they are asked to notice the inappropriate word and
suggest asubstitution.

Remedial value: This activity encourages aural discrimination
and processing cf a message for meaning. It ehou.d help stu-
dents to "fine-tune" their ear and indirectly encourage them to
perfectltbsir own pronunciat4on.

txample: The teacher reads the following text. A point is
awarded 63 each student who notices an inappropriate wore and is
able to give the appropriate substitute with correct pronuncia-
tion. In the sample text below, incorrect words are Italicized,
and correct words are given in parentheoles.

Un jour je me promenais dans 1 -lue (rue) en sill. J'avais
femme (Ulm) et je Walsall, rien bu bu) &pais to satin. Au -
dessous (au -dessus) le Boleti brit. dans le ciel bleu et le
vent d'eau (doux) de l'automne as ceressait is jeux (jowls).
Les feuilles jeunes ()annea) tmebaient des sautes (imbres) le
long de la route....

(One day I wrs riding in the wheel, (street) an my bikea. I had a
MOniAn woes hungry) and I hadn't any mud (eaten anyerIng)
since morning. Below (above) the sun was shining in the blue
sky and the watery (gentle) autumn breeze was caressing my
games (cheeks). The young (yellow) leave* fallmg face the'
sands (trees) along the road....)

Sources Rivers (1975), p. 72.

15:. SUMO! SENSE

Task description: In this activity, the student's task is to
judge whether or not an orally presented or,written sentence is
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meaningful. If-the seetence is not meaningful, the student

changes it so that it makes mums. Ittis good to include some

correct senten ces among those that are nonsensical, so the' a
resConea-est is not established.

0

Memedlatealuel This task entourages students to make fine
disOrielnations between similar words and to process the sen -

teem-meaningfully. It encourages the student who is too
1 impulsive to reflect more carefully on all the parts of the
sessags-and forces the broad astegoricer to make pertinent
distinctions among similar words and structures.

ixmples The following sample sentences in German are all

faulty. The teacher should intersperse some meaningful sen-

tence* among those given below.

A. Alarilt-udent babe ich Viol* fUsse-eu lessen.

(As a student,,I have sany fePt to read.)

D. Maine Wohnung 1st is 'kitten Apt!). dieses Mbhnhauses._
(Sty apartment is on the third apple of this.apartment
building.)

C. 1* fUnfundsecheig Ohr hat Dart. eine Diologieklasse.
(At sixty-five o'clock Karl has biology class.)

D. Rum rrithetuck hest du Drot, Marmalade and MPOi Rum:toter

gegessen.
(For breakfast you ate bread, jam and two dog eggs.)

D. le war so kilt, dee ich den4risch sumachen must..
-(It was so cold that I had to close the table.)

r. Die Alf dem Mann stehende "Joke it ms V e
(The corner standiig on the wan is r.)

Moine Schwester kochte des rleisch bs lschrank.
(My sister cooked the mot in the ref +Orator.)

16. MARKING

Task descriptions Students create or aye given a list of
riited vocabulary (e.g., foods, animals, gifts) and are asked

to rank them according to their personal preferences.

Remedial values In addition to affording students the cppor-

.tunity to empress their likes and dislikes'or make-judgments,
this activity can have two effects on their memory for vocab-

ulary' (1) it can increase their recognition knowledge of
vocabulary they have studied, and (2) it ask promote recall of
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important vocabulary if they are asked to- make up thole awn
lists.

The activity can also promote 'comprehension of couplets
sentences or paragraphs, if the items to be ranked consist of

entire sentenced stating alternative events that could happen or
courses of action to be taken. In order to rank-order such a
list of sentences, students will have to process them for mean-
ing, paying attention to all relevant details, and remembering
the whole idea represented by each sentence.

A. List of vocabulary to be ranked acc,,rding to preferenc4

Rank order from 1 to 10 yoUr preference for 'the following items
you might receive as a gift:

une guitars (a guitar)
une motocyclotte (a motorcycle)
une montfe (a watch)

une begue (a ring)

une chatne steriuphonique (a stereo)
un lirre (a book)

un chat (a cat)
des vateuents (clothing)

w petit chien (a puppy)
une perruquw (a wig)

As a follow up, students can discuss how they ranked these items
and why; they might get into all groups and compare rankings
or arrive at a group consensus on the top five gifts.

Source: Boylan and dmaggio (1981)

B. Perdue -vous souvent patience? Classes les evenements
suivants 4u plus irritant (1) au moins irritant (10).

Je perda patience qua-1...

J'attenda un coup de telephone touts la soiree at Ls
person: not me telephone pee.

Nes axis (allies) ne rendent pas les chosen quills (sties)
e mpruntent.

Un ami (une axis) ne tepond pas 4 mss Lettres.
J'entenda des mensonges 4 propos de ma faaille.
Je porde mos cartes de credit dans le bus.
Je pain die dollars pour un objet et on vend la mama chose
pour huit dollars is lendeuain.

J'ai envie d'avolr une conversation avec un(e) ami(e1 at
(elle) ne me dit rien du tout.
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Las gene se rendent visits sans-tild0honer d'ebord.

J'attends des hours, at la parsonne WACTlit pas.

fo you loss pittance seeily? Rank the following events from.
_the scat annoying (1) to the least annoying (10)..

I lose patience when...

1M I wait for a ;hone call all meaning and the person moor
cells.
My friends don't gite back the things they burrow.

A friend doesn't answer wy Letters.
I hear lists about my family.
I loos sty credit cords an the-bus.

I pay tan dollars for something and they, sell It the newt

day for sight dollars,
want to talk to friend and hs/ehe doesn't say anything-

at all.
Peoples come visit an without:4411111g first.
I wait hours for someone and they don't come.)

Sources Omaggio (1481)

17. IITRER-OR QUZATIOWS (Forced Choice)

Task descriptions The class is given
writing) in which two or three elternati
Their task is tc choose the best answer.

Nemedial values In addition to encouragi
the sentence and its alternative answers
gives the impulsive student an opportunity
best answer and the inflexible student eh

students with poor memory, who eight not be
an original arm= for lack of vocabulary. are
with this task.

scions (orkly or in
answers are\provided.

students to process
meaning, this task
think over the

cis of answers.

10 to owe up with
comfortable

Example: vire lei vacancesw

R. In gdndrai, eat-
Atonic tee parent'?

B. Est -ce quo to priferes alter A la vibe ou

C. Eat-co quit to &tees slew: allereA l' hotel ou

camping?

D. Est-ce quit to prifires voyager an ft* cu an hlver?

prifferes voyager 'avec des sais CU

1 la caves/nil

faire du

t. Set -cis quit to priffres visitor la France au le Canada?
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(Looq
A. In all do you prefertravelling with friends or with

your parents?
_

9. Do you prefer going to the city or to the country?
C. .110 err* prefer staying in a hotel or going camping?
D. Do you prefer going io the sin.rmir or in winter?
S. Do you prefer visiting frarre or °made?)

Sources Adapt/04 from Jarvis at al. (1979). p. 94.

bremi2.!' In the following sample, the choice ie between adjec-
Ulna. adverbs. verbs, nu_ms, etc. that *meet a complete idea.
'Students Should be 'Baked to erplain their Choices.

A quo' ressembles-tons le plus?
...A Sew fort en an Colorado?
...A une rose cu A one marguerite?
...1 I'dtd an A l'hiver?
...A one tortue on 1 an Where?
...11 'domain' on A 'Mere?
...A "ici" an 1 "11-bas"?

, ...en '!Fold' on an "cheud"?

!Whet are you most ' ks7
...Sew fork or ,olorado?
...4 roes or 4(daisy?
....MOW or winter?
...a tartoise or here?
...tomorrow ar yesterday?
...Aare or there?
...mid or hoc?)

Source' Technique adapted how Simof., Rowe and KIrschenbeam
(1972).

Ie. AGRIUDISAGS21

Task descriptions Students are asked to ogres or disagree with
a given ettement. If they disagree. they reword the statement
an that it ispresents their an ideas.

mu

Samodial veins This task encourages students to process each
statement for meaning and to analyse saws part of the statement
in terms of its 'truth value.' This, helps learners mho have
difficulty focusing on detail. It will encourige impulsive
learners to read or listen to arch statemert carefully and
reflo* little lenges on it. Students Mho have difficulty
ramerbnx 11 worts and structures are more odnfortable working
,site nerse statementA. since Wet at the vocabulary and grammar
they trill :rod ere provided for thee.
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A. For to general, los estudiantes nunca satin cansados.

16. tl profescr trahaja sucho, pero los estudiantes trabajan
ads.

C. Los astodiantes nunca se interesan an los problem*, do Is
coaunidad.

D. La energfa nuclear no es ningdn problems.

I. No venom' gle preccupernos par la contaainacidc aquf porque
Mee mucho viento.

F. L mujer deb* ester an case y =ides a los niRos.

G. 51hombre salamente deb* cuidar al hogar.

(A. Generally, students are never tired.
S. The teacher worki lot. bat the students work more.
C. -Students are never interested in community problems.
D. Nuclear energy isn't any prOblem.

S. We do not have to carry about pollution here because it is
very windy.

r. ilooda should stay home and take care of the children.
G. pen should only take oars of the hmee.)

19. DICTATION

II. SYNTX10516

<:--

Task description: Students writs sentences dictated to them by
the teacher or on tape.

Remedial *lust Many foreign language educators believe that
dictation has multiple value for Language Learners because it is
essentially an integrative or global skills task. A student who
doss moll ondictation is able to reseaber oarroct,spelling,
recall at recognise vocabulary. recall or recognise aorpholoqi -
Ail and syntactic information, and sake legitimate inferences
when reconstructing the dictated message on paper. Dictation

involves not only listening **prehension 'kills, .t reading

ana writing skills as mall. It is also 'real- world' activity.

as skill in taking down direction*. notes. or messages is often
useful.

Reamylet Some led:rang theorists and foreign Language -

rialiste maintain that the most useful type of dictation is one



that is contextualizedthst is, it tallow' a theme t. Jughout
the dictated sentences and "Nang. together.' Variations nn dic-
tation abound: partial dictation, in which student. receive A
clams passage and are requested to fill 1.11 the missing words as
the dictation is read: dictation of questions to which students
are requested to write answers: dictation of parts of conver-
sation, after which students are asked to attempt to reconstruct
the other half, using their knowledge of the content and of the
language: dictation of directions, after which students draw a
patbway on a map provided with the dictation: and the like. A
sample 'thematic' dictation is given below. For dictation to be
a true task of integrative skills, the students should not have
had an opportunity

o
study the dictated passage beforehand.

A. Le mstin, je me r4veille de bonne heure d'habitude.

S. Je me aye lentement parc que l'ai toujours envie de rester
au lit.

C. Ka soeur Ise lave les cheveux cheque matin.

D. Elle pease des heares dans La salle de bsin!

E. Nous nous dipachons pour ne pas manquer is bus.

(A. in the morning I usually wake up early.
S. 1 get up slowly because I always want to stay in bed.
C. Hy sister washes her hair every morning.
D. She's busy in the bathroom for hours'
E. We hurry so Me don't mass the bus.)

20. Rtstoce

Task description: After reading or listening to a passage in
the second language, class members write short rdeumf or sum-
mary of the content. This summary can be in the native Language
(making this a relatively pure test of listening or reading
skill), or it can be in the target language, making the task a
combination of aural/writing or reading/writing skills.

Remedial value: writing r.sum4 requires the learners wpay
attention the relevant details of a reading or listening
passage, synthesize and summarise tl_e various elements to make a
meaningful and coherent whole, and create an organized and suc-
cinct summary statement. Learning the art of writing a goo('
14114114 will help the learner whole memory needs strengthening as
well as encourage the field-dependent learner to choose the rel-
evant details and the impulsive student to attend carefully to
gleaning.



21. CRIATS A TITLE

Task destriptiono Learners are given several titles from Which
they choose the one that best summarises the reading or listen-

ing passage. They can also be asked to create etitle or titles

on their on or, write a short moral to a story in the second

Language.

Remedial value: Like the rAfitumd.tLit task forces students to
integrate the rqous elements of the message into a coherent

whole.

Ibiamplei The story in German is about two shoemakers who are
selling shoes in the marketplace. One is selling his shoes for

halt the price the other shoemaker a charging. The Shoemaker
who la selling shoes at the more expensive price asks his col-
league how ht can sell his wares so Cheaply, adding that even
though he steels the leather for the shoes hs make*. he still
has to charge ore Toler to brow* even. The second shoemaker
replies that he doesn't steak the leather--he steals the shoes)

Students are asked to choose the best title for the story from
the options given in Germano (A) Sin Toler ftlr sin Pear (One

Tiller for a Pair); (D) brei Schuhmacher (TwoShossiakere);
(C) WI* man billige Preis* haben kern (Row One Can Charge Inex-
pensive Prices): (0) Create a title of your own(

Source* Story taken from Zobel (1971), p 1.

22. STRIP STORY

Task description; Each student in A email group (four or five)

is given in random order sentence from .. story and is asked to

memorise the sentence without letting euvone else see it. Each

student tells the group h.s or her sentence; the group members

than try to reconstruct the story.

Remedial value: L'.)lo the c7rambled compoeit..on, this activity

has an oryanizatioal value -- students Amon analyse each of the
parts of the story sad integrate them ii.tto an organised and

meaningful %tole. Other remedial atiefuts include strengthening
memory for sentences and complete ideas in the target language,
increasin3 global lOstenims compretention skills, and encour-
aging attention to relevant deist'. If the students are given'

their part of the story in native language or are given the

elements of the story to pwaphrase without memorization, the
activity can also once:rage the development of speaking skills

as well as vocabulary and e.ruct4re recall.

Example: Any short story or passage can be cut into *tripe and
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distributed to students. The following text ts an English
aiming of a nineteenth-century Spanish story, Is deaeos. The
sentences from the story are scrambled randomly below to illus-
trate how each student's coaribution musette analysed and inte-
grated into an orderly narrative. Sentences can be written on
cards, either in Spanish, or in English to be rendered by the
student into Spanish.

Later that evening. the couple's attention again tarns to their
neighbors.

The last wish Ts used in removing the sausages leaving the
couple where they began.

This is the story of a poor, elderly rural couple who sit by
their fireplace and wish,for the possessions of their neighbors.

The angry hmsband curses his wife,. and the sausage becomes a
part of her nose.

Suddenly a 'airy Godmother appears and offers to grant them any
three wishes they want, saying she will appear the next =mini.

The wife °wets a large sausage that her neighbor had that day,
and it appears in their hum.-

They inadvertently use up all their wishes.

Source! Technique described in Gibson. Stor9 rieumi appears in
aylan and Omaggio 0991).

23. UNTSMCS MILDER

Task description' Students create original sentences by com-
bining words or ;brass* from different columns. Sometimes the
words have to be changed to MOOTS that subjects and vorbil,
nouns and adjectives, etc. agree.

Rasedial values Ptudents who lack flexibility and have diffi-
culty,creating novel sentences will b7 more cosfortable with
this task. The teak also forces students to think over possible
alternatives and pay attention to the syntactic and morphologi-
cal features of the sentences they create.

Examples Create original sentences, using one e4ression from
each column. Your sentences can be eariouscittliborous.

Simple sentence: La femme qui parte un chapeau melon vend des
timbres. The woman whc is wearing a bowler hat is sailing
stamps.)
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Ix ri
Li femme regard*: eh journal minter avion.

L'homme porter is chapeau antrum dans carnet As
Le Wet* melon mare tickets

t'agrtort prcsener son chien regarder compartiment
L'agent de avoir eel A vex a sac
police l'estomac pi) .er wagon-lit

Les possegers porter tee moustache vendre passeport
L'hatesse de prendre deux places timbres

leads perdre sea lunettes , billets
valise*

(The-woman look at the - buy airplane
The man newspaper enter (into) bookof tickets
The pilot
The employee

wear a bowler ghat

walk his/her dog AL
lose tment .

look at
compartment

The policeman have a stomach era' verify sleeping car
The passengers have a mustache fly (a plane) passport
The stewardess take too sleets

lose his/her
sell stamps

tickets

glasses isuitcases)

re. SKIIK001110

Task descriptions Students are given short sentences and'are
asked to add clauses, adjectives, adverbs, etc., to make the
sentence progressively longer and more complex. A variation,
invo)ssp givieg students two or more Nintences that are to be
rewritten into one complex sentence.

Remedial 'shun This task shown students how to expand upon an
idea, using appropriate syntactic structures. It encourages the
inflexible Idudent to be more creative and provides cues as to
how that creativity osn,te achieved.

gummy's! Jean-Claude a icrit une redaction at frangais, mais
*es phrases sent trop simples et courts*. Voila quelques
phrases ds as composition a refaire. Lies les phrases avec is
promos relatif gni.

A. Ce weekend je sars avec une Amdricaine. the use les
comedies.

S. glle rout voir un film. Le film commence samedi
C. Le cinema nest pas loin. Le cinema est dans 1' Avenue

Rousseau.
D. Ls raconte l'histoire &Albert. Albert est

journalist*.

S. Se femme travaille dear. Sa femme est mepier.
r. Un jour it y um, incendie dans le die. La pmballe

est dans le bureau du patron Walt
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G. Albert tdlepshone I es femme. Sa femme arrive tout de suite.
S. LO patron a,diljb +(taint is feu. Le patron a verse son cleft

dens la poulselle.
I. Ls temsevompier a arrow le directeur avec son tuyau. 111).

est venue pour'rion.
J. Le journal a pahlit l'histoire is lokiemain I la'une. Le

jOurtial,dierche les histoires I sensation.

(Jean - Claude wrote a composition in 'trench, but his sentences
are too simple and short. tiers are a few sentences from his
composition to redo. Link the sentences with the relative pro-
noon

A. This weekend I'm going it with an American woman. She
likes comedies.

S. She wants to see a fifes. The file starts Saturday evening.
C. The theater isn't far. The theater is an Rousseau Avenue.
Di The fills tells the story of Albert. Albert is a newspaper

reporter.
S. Nis wife works hard. His wife L i firefighter.
f. One oay there's a fir* inlet* wastebasket. The wastebasket

is in"thd office be:onging to Albert's boss.
G. Albert calls his wife. She arrives right way.
N. The boss. has already put cot the fire. The boss dumped his

coffee into the wastebasket.
I. The firefighter squirted the director with her hose. She

had come for nothing. 42

J. The newspaper published the story the next day on page cos.
The newspaper looks for sensational stories.)

25. SCRAM:USD SiNVSNCZS

t
Task descriptions No in each sentence are scrambled, and the
student's task is to t them into their proper syntactic order.

Remedial value: Students who are too ispulsive while writing
need to analyse each word in "the while doing this task.
Students who ars inattentive to subject-verb agreement, adjec-
tive agreement, adverb placement, and the like, should preit
from such a task.

trawls: Unscramble the fcilowing sentences, making any neces-
sary changes and adciitions

A. Ich/ die/ nikauft/ Seitung/ babe.
(I/ the/ bought/ newspaper/ have.)

S. habil/ miner/ gsgeben/ Zeitung/ Nutter/ ich/ die.
(have/ to es/ given/ newspaper/ mother/ I/ the.)

d'
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C. In/ gefunden/ der/ Neklams/ Zeitung/ eine/ hat/ Matter/

seine.
(In/ found/ the/ advertisement/ newspaper/ a/ has/ mother/
my.)

O. Maine/ Rekleme% Mutter/ dimes/ seigte/ eater/ seines.
(My/ advertisiment/ mother/ this, showed/ father/ to my.)

11. Mach/ sr/ keine/ Newark/ will/ suchen/ Reis*.
(To/ 1r/ no/ Newark/ wants/ to make/ trip.)

Y. Nit/ ashen/ latmsr/ in Newark/ Zsit/ Tiergarten/ will/
weltberehmten/ sie/ den.
(Since/ to see/ a longrin Newark/ time/ soological
gardens/ has wanted/ World-renowned/ she/ the.)

O. Du/ boson/ 4nfach/ kannst/ Such/ sin/ dartiber.
(F00/ read/ simply/ can/ book/ i/ about it.)

26. DINVORATID ISMTINCSS

Task descriptions Students ere given the parts of a eantenceg...egtitaadasked to fill out the rest of it, adding proper function
wor making-all necessary Changes to assure subject-verb
agreement, noun- adjective agreement, and the like.

Remedial value: The remedial value is the sass as for the sen-
ItZgliiii1Wtask, although the creative aspects of the sun-
tents builder are not present here.

Ssraxplei Men?) Francois Lenoir is talking about when

various ngs occur ar will occur-in his family. Reconstruct

his statements.

Modeles Imndi prochain/ ce/ etre/ l'anniversairs/ Se/ emir
Wadi prochein &est l'anniversaire de ma soeur.

(Models Next Monday/ it/ to be/_birthdayl of/ sister
Next Monday it's my sister's

Dimanche/ nous/ eller/ toujours/ chez nos cousins
(Sunday/ we/ to go/ always/ our opumins' house.)

, 9. Nous/ etre/ toujours/ I Nice/ axis d'soat
(Me/ to be/ always/ in Nice/ month of August.)

C. Lundi/ je/ avoir/ examen important
(Monday/ I/ to have/ important exam.)

Sources Jarvis et al. (1979). Po 78.
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27. SCRAMBLED COMPOSITION

Task description: This task Ls much like scrambled sentences,
our Whole sentences, not words, need to be reordered into
meaningful and coherent paragraph. It is the written counter-
part to the strip story. The paragraph can be based on a story
already read Which differentiates the task from the strip
story, where the story has not been heard before). Students'
own tosipositions can be used for this activity.

Remedial value; This activity has an organizational value- -
students must analyze and process meaningfully each individual
sentence in order to decide where each belongs in the total
story. The activity increases global reading skills and
encourages attention to relevant detail.

Example* Recombine the following sentences into a meaningful
paragraph. The first and the last sentences are given:

Es cierto que el refrin espahol dice que "perro que ledra no
muerde."

Pepito entr6 en la case coma una.(lecha, fue adonde estaba el
antipiticu intruso y le sordid una pierna. Entre los perros que
ha tenido mi familia recuerdo a Pmpito...un simpiftico-chihttahtut_
que ladraba macho y, cada vas que Itenfi la oportunidad, tambidn
mordfa. Inmediatamente semi peso a Pepito en el patio y le did
un poco de aqua pare calmarlo. Un dfs un hombre do la .com-
pare de telifonos a investigar un problems que tenfamos en la
extension de mi papa. Aunque era on animal any pequeho, hacfe
tan to ruido que el pobre hombre,se so say nervioso: Cuando
,Pepito le yid =peso a ladrar coma un loco. Unos minutos sic
tarde, accidentalmente, si hermanit abrid la puerta del patio.
Afortunedamente sus pequeBos dientes no penetraron el fuerte
material de los pantalones. Pero tambidn hay otro refrin que
dice "no hay regla sin excepcidn."

Desde este incidents mi mama dej6 de creer en refranes.

(it is true that the Spanish proverb says the a "dog that barks
doesn't bite."

Pepito shot into the house like a bullet, lent where the horri-
ble intruder was, and bit his leg. Among the dogs that my fam-
ily has had I remember Pepito...a cute, chihuahua that used to
bark a lot and: each time he got a chance, he also bit. Mother
immediately put Pepito outside in the yard and gave him some
rater to calm him down. One day a telephone man came to see
about a problem we were having with my father's extension.
Although he was a very small animal, he made so much noise that
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I

the poor man got very nervous. When Pepito saw him he started

to bark like crazy. Several minutes later, my little brother
accidentally opened the door. Fortunately his little teeth
didn't pierce the pants' strong material. But there is also
&nether proverb that says "there is no rule Without an excep-
tion."

Since this incident my mother stopped believing proverbs.)

Source: Lemadrid, Bull and Briscoe (1974), p. 377

III. FLEXIBILITY

28, SEMANTIC MATCHING

Task description: Two columns of sentences are given to the
students. in Column A, a set-of sentences is presented:

equivalent or near-equivalent sentences are then chosen from
Column B.

Remedial value: The student who lacks flexibility needs to
learn that there' are meveral=veys to get the same Lasic idea
across in the foreign language. Recognizing equivalencies is
the first step in learning to be more flexible in production
tasks.

Example: Choose the sentence in Column B that met: about the
same thing as each sentence in Column A.

A

1. Ich babe Berlin gern.

2. Ilse Ergert aich (fiber den
Skandal.

3. Das Auto kostet wenig.

4. HeOert ist aber dbmm!

A

(1. I like Berlin.

2. Ilse is angry about the
scandal.

44

B

_1. Der 5kandal lailt use %alt.
2. Der Herbert int ein

aufgmveckter Junge!
3. Ilea ist base fiber den

4. Preiswert ist des Auto
zwar nicht.

S. Berlin geflillt air.

6. Des Auto ist billig.
7. Ich hasse Berlin.
B. Herbert ist train Genie!

B

1. The scandal leaves Ilse
cold.

2. Herbert is a bright boy!
3. lice s mad about the

scandal.



3. The car coats little.

4. Herbert is so dumb!

.

29. SYNTACTIC MATCHING

4. The car is no bargain.
5. I'm pleased with Serlir.
6. The car is cheap.
7. I bete Berlin.

S. Herbert is no genius!)

Task description* This activity operates in the same way as
semantic matching, except the focus is on grammatical transfor-
mations and equivalencies.

ammmlial values Syntactic matching tasks alert the student to
the -olutactic functions of sentence segments appearing in dif-
ferent grammatial constructions and encourage flexibility in
production tasks.

Sxamples Trouves as phrase dquivalente ou presqueArquivalents
dans la Colonne B pour cheque phrase de Le Colonne A.

(Choose the sentence in Column B that senas about the sue thing
as each sentence in Column A.)

A

On vends i.e Raison 1 cats de
chat nous.

On Ana ripard le tat it

quelqmes fenitres rdcemment.

On paindrait les mars si On
avast le temps.

A

(-They're going to sell the
house next to us.

They repaired the roof and
several windows recently.

We would paint the well if

us had the ties.

45

B

La toit sera ripari dans
quelques jours.

Las slurs ont Sts paints

pendant notre temps fibre.
Quelques rdparations ant its

faites is moil purists

La anison de nos voisins sera

vendee bientbt.
La nelson de nos awls est

vendue.

Les sari serRients points s'il
y avast asses de temps.

B

The roof will he repaired in a
few days.

The walls were painted during
our free time.

Some repot.: were sada last
month.

our neighbor's house will be
sold soon.

Our neighbor's house is sold.
The walls would be painted if

there were enough time.)
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30. ORAL SEMANTIC AATCRING

Task description: This activity is very similar to *mantic
matching except that the focus to on recognizing equivalents in

the moral. mode. Student A has a list of sentences that he reads

to his partner. The partner has a list of sentences that are
equivalent in meaning or that sketch logically, but that are

arranged in a different order. As Student A reads aloud his

sentences, Student B reads aloud the_sentence hoe his list with

the equivalent meaning.

.Remedial value: Same as for omantic matching, plus the addi-

tional practice in speaking listening comprehension.

1, Tengo tan abrigo oscuro
que La gusts. euchre/rho.

2. LoS pantelonee settn limpios. 2.

3. Nice mocha frfo hoy dra. 3.

B

I. Llov id Coda la nom y nevd
sa0,,aahana.
Ho tieffirdinoro.

Es el negro con Los botonee

dorados.
Ella 'tempts ha aldo flaca.

Levi 14 rope ayer.
Hay tan buen rrograma sets

noche.

4. RI es stay pobre.

S. Ms gusterfa ver Is
6. No le gusts comer.

A

4.

televisidn. 5.
6.

(I. I have a dark coat that
I like v3ry much.

2. The pants are clean.
3. It is very cold today.

4. We's very poor.
5. I'd like to wetzh tele-

vision.
6. She doesn't like to eat.

is. furrni

2.

2.

4.

B

It rained all night and it

snowed this morning.
He hasn't any money.
It's the black one Pith the
gold buttons.
She has always been skinny.

k5. I washed my clothes yester-
day.

6. More is good program an

tonight.)

Task description: Students take message either in person or

on the phone for someone else. Their task is to transmit that

message'as accurately as possible to a third ;arty. ,

Remedial value: This task should help students whose memory
needs strengthening, by forcing them to remember the relevant

portions of a message long enough to writs it down or repeat it

to someone else. ,Students who have trouble manipulating Ian-
-,
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guage norms should profit from this task, which requites that
all the verbs to changed from the first person to the third per-

_ eon or from direct to indirect speech. Students suet pay atten-
tion to detail in order to get the message straight.

Example: Students are to imagine they are living with a German
family, the Schmidt.. and the phone rings. No one else is homer,
so the student must answer the phone and take down the message
to wiles to Frau Schmidt on- her return. Here is the text of the
**usage:

Ich bin die Nachbarin, Frau Feller. :h wollte Frau Schmidt
lipreohen. WUrden Sie ihr bitte sagen, deb ich =rem un 8 Uhr
vorbeikosme and dann Omen wir zusammen einkzufen gehen.

(I as the neighbor. Mrs. Miller. I wanted to speak to Mrs.
Schmidt. Would you please tell her that I will come by tomorrow
at 8 o'clock and then re can go shopping together.)

Sources Schulz and Bartz (1975), p. 85.

32. CONVERSATION CARDS

Task description: Pairs of learners are given cards on which
interview questions have been written in either the native
language or the target language. Each partner asks the ques-
tions an his clrd An turn. Students may be requested to take
notes on their partner's responses. Each partner has different
but related questions.

Remedial value: Students get both speaking and listening prac-
tice in this nonthreatening interview situation. If the ques-
tions an the cards are indirect or given in Engliali, students
stust.use their knowledge of the language to phrase the question
so that their partner can answer._ Manipulation-of tenses, par-
sons, adjectives, etc., can be worked into the cards, requiring
students to pay attention to detail and think carefully about
how they-Gore their questions and answers.

Eitamyles
r partner... Card i

what sport he/she likes
if he/she plays basketball

if he/she prefers skiing or golf
if he/she plays tennis
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Ask your partner...

if am/mho is .thin
_if he/she likes. ketball

it he/She pl _golf
if ha/She prefers tennis or football %I

S ources Sonia and Sizabichler (1976)

A variation on this activity involres_issulng third card to -

third student La the group, wh000responeibtlity will be that of
°checker.° This student has the appropriate Ebro of the qmes-
tica that each of the partners will hi asking, and will sonnet

haleech of the others Olsen they eaperience difficulty or
make an error. In this may, students get Useedlate begirt
from s peer about the correctness of their question formulation.

Card 1
1. Cool sport aimer-rous (simes-tu)?
2: Aires-roue jotter au basketball? (Aimes-turn?)
3. Prif4res-ruvc fairs du skiou 'Quer au gulf?

(Prifit*e-ts....71

4. Joues-tour au tennis? !.lows -tu au tennis?)

(STuDantf 3)

Cart. 2

1. Res -crow sportit ( (Ss -tu sportif?)

2. Aires -tears le basketballt (Aloes -tu...7)
t,

1. Icon-vacs au golf? Clouse -tu...?)

Priam-vacs Le tennis 04 le football? (PrOtiree -turn?),

33. COMPLII100

Task dilatristlOns Students =splits a sentence oryagraph to
-logical ar meaningful way.

Remedial value' This task encourages students to we the vanish-
-irartructures they here learned to express personal pref-

erences or opinions, or to japt enjoy 'playing' with the Lan-

guage. Seca*** the gxercise is open-ended, it encourages diver-

gent thinking.

lasamplas the follow _; activity ha structurisi around reflexive
verbs in German. encourage students to tLink of multiple posaiJ

Witte* to coailetO each sentence.
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A..lch @chime mich
B. irL beetle mich wenn....
C. Ich mm5eisre such wenn....
D. Ich Irgero mich wail....
S. /.0. kftiver)eich

Z. Ich freve mich suf....
G. Ich iitoressiere rich Fur.

)4. TRANSFORMATION DRILLS

aanamet54....)
(I hurry hen....)
(I rave good time aten....)
(I get angry because....)
fl care about....)

(I' looking forward to....)
It's in,7prested

Task descriptions Those grammatical exercises require students
to lake transformation, sabstitution. and the like. They can

Aamigned to stadwnts working *lose or in small groups.
4

Remedial value. Transformation drills Ocre4110 flexibility with
grammatical horse and semantic units. They can be found in
abaridetVe In 4.1.4.11t every language textbook.

eMESTIOr EXPANSION

Tao( description( Given question (e.g.. *Do you Like
spot -061. audents -_,:.ate additional questions relating to the
same topics ('Shat'l your favorite sport? Do you like to watch
sports on TV? Do you prefer teas or individual 'ports? What do
you think of the winter Olympics?')

Remedial value( This teak encourages learners to ask the ease
thine in variety of 'Aye or to c -ry on a vonvk mitten on a
c), top. . The Learner Who Lacks flexibility. Uaagination, or

nrrsall) reticent is encouraged to think divergently.

EMEllo Think of at Least five related questions for each of
' .ass given below.

A. Fourquot itudier-vous 1 cotes univeritt?
(Why toe you studying at this university?)

S. 1.1Aft. vous r-1 professeurel
(Do you like your profesaors?)

Aimee-wogs votr des films?
;Do ynu like to ea, films?

Oomment wogs u/et-vow d'habitude
(Now do yuyi usually have a good time

litudemte can take the questions they have mode Up for each topic
and begin a conversation With a rartner. They will probably
discover that the way the fir..t question is anywerwd will deter-
ein, AlhiCro Quist ion to oak newt, and ray went to revise th
related questions an the convereati'n totes piece.
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36. =ATM trIT14 VISUALS

Task description: Learner" create 0: .1 %pre& 1. Oil pt LOrili Or dia-
logues for on! 011ertOOn or a leer ket.11 of Cartoons frost a
aagazine or newspaper. They 111.1. chi also be caked in create a
composition based on a aeries of visuals or cartooas.

Itemateitkal Th-to af-.Vity encourages divergent thInting and
ceeative use of the second language.

rump 1 e : St eider.? r're,tr 'Me or more Ca ptIn ^.s and= or s dialogue
to qo eith the ,arroon be o.. Sate posetb:e z'aptions are given
in '-leraran.

Las nu" vot: ekn Zugereleer rein.
'rque a ','fie Out of ata',..e.!

9. '44 icy gleube ich Tkch darer. vonnen.
(Well, I aupv)se I get used tr3

Der m011 ha v:-er-if.trachen aprechen.
hear re "pea-A re:v foreign languaqes.`



37. FORCED REATIOOSSWVISUALS

Weak desoriAlog; -Stuaents are shown two-unrelated pitturet
that are choewn randomly from magasines or other sources. Than
bees to thick of a story that will relate the two pictures.

-They may write a group composition (groups of two to four
learners) or individual stories. Stories an then be presented
to other class members orally.

Remedial value: Same as for creating vitt visuals

111. VICTORS QUESTION AMD AMMER

Task deicriptton: A picture is Chosen from a magazine or other
source and attached to sheet of colored paper. A sheet of
lined notepaper is attached with a clip to the back. The pic-
ture is passed around a small group, and each person writes a
questiOr-ht the target lingua's* that the picture raises in his
or her Rind. After all the group embers have written their
-questions, the picture and the attached list of questions are
passed to moth* group, which has been creating questions for
its own (different) picture. The groups then create story
that_will answer all the questions posed.

Remedial value: Thildectiexty encourages creative behavior in
two ways: (1) it has the ins of the question eapansion anew -
tie* described earlier (no. 35), and (2) it encourages students
to think aivergently and produce a written oseposition through
synthesis of the various elements brodght out in 'the questions
about the picture. Creating a story that will account for all
aspects of the situation encourages organized problem-solving
behavior. Writing a group composition will also require listen-
ing and speaking skills.

39. VOCASOLARYI CARATS A CONTEXT

Teak description: Students are given a short list of idioms or
vocabulary and create an original story or paragraph using all
the words on the list. They any do this task alone or in a
group.

Remedial value: In addition to encouraging divergent thinking
and creative use of the language, this talik provides an active
vocabulary review as well.

Example: Student, Are given the following list of words to
incorporate into a story of their own creation. The story below
represents one ctudents
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Digs:

slava° -a
&sonars*
owtar trabejo
de pronto

:1 camarero
la hija

al mpg
el spoderado

is jaula

el pijaro

el silldn
las safes
el tejado

(Say, listen, look herd: waiter cage
smiling, cheerful

.

daughter -bird

to look/lean out of a father easy chair

visdow/door attorney eyeglasses

to be very difficult roof)

suddenly

11 papa dijo a la hija 'Nagai hija oda, women. a is ventana y
ves el wads:redo lue la he eecojido ommo novio." mird a

la calle y gserfa solmmente ver el cemarero gas ells adoraba.
De pronto el apoderado la vid y la oost6 trdbajo ester risusha.

Se 4116'1:melte y vi6 su papa sentado en el anion, puesto sus
safes y leyendo el periodico! use pane tents la nine y lloraba
mientras vefe el pejaro an La jaula en eltejado de is case

(The father told his daughter, "Look here, my daughter, look ou
the window and look at the attorney I have chosen as your groom."
The girl looked at the street and only wanted to see the waiter
she adored. Suddenly the attorney saw her and it was very dif-

ficult for her to be cheerful.' She tur around and saw her

father sitting in the easy chair, with glasses on, reading

the paper. How sad the girl was, and sh cried as she saw the

bird in the cage on the roof of the neigh ing house.)

40. 'DOSE" TECHNIQUE

Task description: Students are placed in pairs or in larger
groups and provided with a blank piege of paper. They-must
listen as their partner or the grouifleader deseribes a picture
(the teacher can provide the picture or Students can choose
their own) and try to draw a rough duplicate according to the
description they hear.

Remedial value: Sothlisteners and speakers must focus on
detail and pay careful attention to a description in order to
accomplish a teak. Students who lack flexibility will need to
develop skill in paraphrasing, or describing a feature of the
stimulus material in several ways. Learners who are too

impulsive will need to think carefully about their description

so that their partner can produce an accurate duplicate. The

task also encourages the development of vocabulary and can be
used to emphasize correct usage of specific grammatical struc-
tureprepositions of place, for example).
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41. GROUP 'ORAINSTOPAING

Task description: Brainstorming is the name Osborn (1953) gave
to his technique for stimulating creativity, but the term has
bccome so popular that it is used to refer to many kinds of
creative activities. It is essentially a group task in which a
problem is defined and the group sets about- finding as many
Solutions as possible. Some "braineorming" activities for
foreign Language learning are described below.

Sr
Remedial value', These tasks encourage divergent thinking,
reflectiveness, and, in many cases, organized problem-solving
behavior. Depending on the nature of the task assigned, stu-
dents can improve their control of vocabulary and structure in
the target language.

tsamples:

A., Paraphrasing: Student's are given a set of stimulus state-
ments and asked to come up with as many possible ways to
paraphrase thee as they can.

Jean-Pierre est walheurekw (Jean-Pierre is unhappy today.)
aujourd'hui.
n'est pas heureux.

Il est triste.
ne saute pas de joie.

icontent.

(He's not happy.)
(He's sad.)

(He's not jumping for joy.)
(He's discontent.)

H. Ideational fluency: Students write the names of all the
things they can think of that fit relatively broad classes
(e.g., "white" and "edible"). The group is given two 3 x 5
cards randomly chosen from a deck of descriptive categories
and then produces as many examples as possible of things
fitting both categories.

C. List consequences: An un al event is proposed, and the
group comes up with as many Bible consequences as they
can think of.

D. Utility tests The group tries to think of all possib uses
for a common object (for example, a brick, a chair, or
knife), stressing innovative alternatives.

E. List attributes: The group lists all the attributes of a
common object, describing it as completely as possible.

42. JIGSAW PUZZLES

Task description: Groups of four or five learners are give%



,cards, each with a word or a picture of a common object on it.

Each person describes the word or object in the foreign Language

to the others in the group without actually using it. When all

students have described their word successfully, the studerts
take the first Letter of each and see what new word the letters

spell. (Puzzle perts,may also depict objects in a rooms in this
case, when all the words have been guessed, the group decides
which roam of the house has been described. Many other varia-

tions on this model are Feasible. (See source for ideas.)

Remedial value: This task encourages the development of para-

phrasing skills and flexibility. It also reviews vocabulary and
graimar, and provides a realistic stimulus for listening and
speaking practice.

Example: Imagen (image)

Gracia (grace)

Luz (light)

Isperanza (hope)

Santo (saint)

Infierno (hell)

Adiss )(goodbye)

IGLESIA (church)

Source: Omaggio (1976), pp. 131 -33.

43. BE W3RDY

Task description: A topic sentence or a series of topic senten-
ces is given,, and class members fill out the rest of the pars-

graph,

Remedial value: This task encourages the development of organi-
zational skills as well as flexible and divergent thinking.

Exami le:

A. Die TUr steht often. Wo slaws frUher sehr ordentlich war,

liegt jetzt alias durcheinander. P15tzlich...

(The door is open. Where earlier everything was very much in

order, now everything is in great confusion. Suddenly...)

B. Gestern hatte ich eine schreckliche Ahnung! Ich wuOte, data

haute nichts Gutes geschehen k8nnte. Aber heute...

(Yesterday I had a horrible foreboding! I knew nothing good
could happen today. But today...)
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C. Doch jetzt bin-ich richer, dati mein Bruder wirklich dorm*
1st( Neut. *organ als die genze Pamilie frUhstlickte...

c(Now I'M really sure that my brdther is'dumbl This morning when
the entire family was eating breakfast...)

44. CUE INSERTION

Task description: Students expand each sentence of their origi-
nal-compoiitions by adding More information. (They can expand
the information that is already in the paragraph-or add descrip-
tive and elaborative words or ;braises.) The teacher lay want to
insert appropriate cue words within the text of-the composition
to serve as a guide.

Remedial value: For the reflective student Who produces skimpy
compositions, this task gives guidahce as to what can be elabo-
rated upon and where.

4

Example: Voila une histoire asses ennuyante qua Paul a racontie
sur son voyage. Comment pouvez-vow l'ambaollfr afin do is
rendre plus inter...ante? Cheque foie que vous voyez un mid-
risque, ajoutez one proposition relative. Utilises votre ima-
gination. Vous pouves etre serieux ou amueant dans le choix des
details que vous ajoutez.

-Example: Paul a icrit: "J'ai passe men vacances dans un-
h8tel.**

Embellissements possible.:
J'ai passe ass vacances dans un

qui eat tram mysterieux.
dont les habitants sont
oa des gene 0:flatiron habitant.

que ton frare a suviri.
oa j'ai vu des opectreal

voice l'histoire de lmul:
-

J'ai passe men vacances dans un hatel.* L'hatel est situ
dans one petite rue.* Le concierge*ne dit jaaaia rien. II
parle seulsment i ea femme.* Lour jardin* est tris tranquille
it donne sur la rue. Je rest* souvent our un banc 1 reorder
les gang.*

Ma chasbre* est tree cm/fort/Able. Dane un coin, ii y a une
grand. armoire.* Le lit* est prig Is la fenitro. Quelquefois
j'icoute les gene* dans is rue.

L'autre jour j'ai recu une lettre.* Non ancien mai Jacquee
vient as rendrm visite. Sa fem&e* vient aussi. Pout -atm. que
nous irons 4 co restaurant pre. d'ici.*

(Here's a rather boring story Paul told aimut his trip. Now

SS
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can you `embellish it to make it more interesting? Each time pop

ree an asterisk, add a relative clause. Use your imagination.

.s.,Kou can be serious or funny in your choice of added &toil.

Example: Paul wrote, "I spent my vacation in a hotel."
Poesible embellishments: A

I spent my vacation in a hotel...
which is :really mysterious.

whose inhabitants_are old.-
where famous people live.
that my brother recommended.

'where I saw ghosts:

Here's Pau s story:

Vapent my vacatiom,in ahotel*. The hotel is located on a

little street*. The concierge* is really quiet. He only talks

to his wife*. Their garden* is very tranquil and looks out on,

the street. I often sit on a bench* and look at the people.
My room* is quip comfortable. In the corner there is a big

wardrobe*. The bed* is near the window. Sometimes I listen to

the people* in the street.
The other day I received a lettdr*. My old friend Jacques*

is coming to visit me. His wife* is coming too. Maybe we will

go to this restaurant nearby*.)

Source: Omaggio (1981)

45. CHANGE THE STORY

Task description: Students are given a narrative and ar 4Elsked

to create a new point of view or change the story in some
The task can be done in&vidual'y or in mall-group*.

Remedial value: This activity provides a structurad creative
exercise that encourages divergent thinking as well as written

ana/or oral practice in the target language.

Example:. Suggestions are based on the story,"Los deseos" (see

p. 39).

A. Point of view: We have read the narrative from the point of

view of an outside observer. However, each character in it

probably saw things from a different perspective. Pick one of

the characters and retell the story from his or her point of
view, i.e., the Fairy Godmother, the neighbors, the man, or the

woman.

S. New ending: If the second wish had been different, the story
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might have ended in,quite'enother way. Retell the story, sub-
stituting a different second wish and creating a new ending.

Source: &Arlan and Omaggio:(1981)

IV. 1?0G INFERENCESJ
Ntt

46. ClOstlkOAPTATION

Task description: Sident An, blanks of a paragraph by
chdosing frog given options or by prom 40mg appropriate word'. .

from memory. The words are deleted..63r,beir grammatical or -
semantic value, rather than randomly as 1 the close procedure.

a

Remedial value: This act'vity promotes the use of inferencing
skills, careful reading caprehension, and attention to details
of meaning as well as form.

Example: (Close plumage where direct or indirect object pro-
nouns must be inserted.)

' Dans un hotel, a Paris,
l'armoire. Co document at
Remplaces les Mots qui sont
d'objet indirect 011 direct,

vous trouves an dobument dans
trio ancien at difficile 1 lire.
iffacds en utilisant un proms
salon le oat.

(In a hotel in Paris you find a document in the wardrobe.
The document is very old and difficOlt to read. Replace the
words that are erased, using a SireCt or indirect abject pro-
noun, whichever is appropriate..)

UN TESTAMENT L'an un Thermidor

A as fame Isabelle, je donne la moitid As mon argent. Je
donne tout cola parce '0 Bien servi comae

raiii et osmarade pendant ma Vie. Cliarrirastitid de son -"gent
jet donne a mss enfants. Je dadande ssuisosnt de
ddpeneer lentement et avec fiVigiation. Ile 'ont obii,
et its out montri, 1 as felele.et 1 Mot, wt leur
affectiZi71.1'exception de Bernard, qui 'a toujours
montri psu 4W-respect, meis qui reusable le plus., Je
ai prati touted gas cravats.: it pent girder: 'Want A ma
cousins Nicholls, je 'donne mon chatSector it mon oiseau
Fifi /arcs qu'elle vs montrer beasooup d'affection et
donner a manger sans outlier.

A mon asi it son avocet, Marcel Renaud, dui 'a Bien
servi pendant ma(vie, je rends Variant que je dois.

Victor Martel
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(LAST WILL END TESTAMENT Year one, Thermidor

To my wife Isabelle, I give half of my fortune. I'm giving

all of that because she served well as wife and

friend during my life. The other half of my money, I will to my

children. I ask only to spend slowly and with dalib-

oration. They obeyed , and they showed , my wife and

Me, their love and their affection, exoept for Bernard, who

always showed very little respect, but who resembles

the most. I lent all ay ties. He can keep 1 As-for

my cousin Michelle, I give my cat Hector and my bird rift

because she will show - lots of affection and feed ,

without forgettring.
To my friend and lawyer, Marcel Renaud, who served

well during my life, I return to the money that I owe

Victor Martel)

47. CONTEXTUAL GUESSING

Task description: A paragraph is provided in which new vocabu-

lary has been uadorlinod. Learners midst try to guess the mean-

ing of each new word from the context. A related task woos

nonsense words instead of new vocabulary: The student must find

the nonsense words and replace them with appropriate vauthaary.

Remedial value: This task helps students improve contextual
guessing skills while providing an interesting passage with

which to work. If nonsense words are used, they should be con-
structed so that they conform to the rules of the morphological
structure of. the target language.

Example: Ayer por is tArde a eso de as cuatro, me fuf en mi

gdfano banglote a ver a Pedro. La Wane !lades de Pedro h_bfa

crecido Unto qua no is reconocf. Conversi con Pedro une Nora y

cuando self su gdfana (lades pleusumfa ern 'mooed° en mi

banglote. 'Imagfnensel Mi gdfano banglote no If ningdn sitio

pare plausumir ern pescado y poor pare una flades qua plausume.
Pedro e tipiti6 Canto qua creo que la flades mince s4 plausu-
mire en :dog& banglote.

(YestJrday afternoon around four, I went in my schwitsy trippit
to see Peter. His scfiwitsy grutchen had grown so much that I

didn't recognise it. I spoke with Peter for an hour, and when I
left his schwitsy grutchen wasArutsing a'fish in my trippit.

Imagine, My schwitsy trippit is no place to druts a fish and

_even worse for a grutchen to druts. Peter got so frimped that I

think the grutchen will never druts in any trippit again.)
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48. IDENTIFYING VISUALS

flask description: Students are asked to identify an object or
scene described orally or in writing by choosing the appropriate
visual- from a selectio" of two or more pictures. They may also
put visuals in the order established by a paragraph that they
read-Vf-hear.

Remedial value: In order to make the appropriate choice, the
learner most be able to make fine discriminations in either lis-
tening or reading comprehension, paying attention to relevant
details.

Example? [Each of these sentences corresponds,to one in a
series of pictures of a village aader varying weather conditions
and at different times of day.]

A. Estaba en is selva cert.' de un pueblo-. (3)

(I was in the jungle near a village.)

8. Miraba desde lejos con un amigo. (5)
(I looked from a distance with a friend.)

C. Apareci6 una torments feroz y fuimos al pueblo buacando
amparo. (8)

(A terrible storm came and we went to the village looking for
shelter.)

D. Llovid todo el die y bode la noche. (1)

(It rained ail day and all night.)

E. 81 rio inundid el pueblo. (6)

(The river flooded the village.)

F. Pobre gente, muchas cases fueron destruidas. (7)
(Poor people! Many houses were destroyed.)

G. La torments se disip6 en media metana. (4)
(The storm was over by mid-morning.)

H. El sol brillaba pero habia muho qua arreglar. (2)
(The sun was shining, but there was a lot to fix.)

49. INFERENTIAL IDENTIFfCATION

Task description: The learner is asked to identify which char-
acter from a dialogue, short story or play might have made a
certain statement. The actual statement is not made in the ori-
ginal text but reflects the character's personality.
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Remedial value: In order to identify the appropriate character,
students must have focused on the relevant aspects of his or her

personality. Such a task requires the student to comprehend the
passage and to be able to synthesise the information.

77

le: Daniel raft: la universidad a pie 411,

'rinks :Rola Dsnielt 4Por qui vienes a pie? LY tu
motocicleta?

Daniels Ludeji en 01114s Ayer tuve un problem& con La.policia.
franks it4o in digest Cuintame lo pie pas6.
Daniels CuAndo yo venii por la Avenida Central, al llegar a la

Calle Veinte, no vi la lug roja y un policii me par&
Pranks 4Qui le dijiste?

Daniell 4Qui le Um: (*air? Kb me di cuenta quo le luz habfa
cambiado. Sl policra me pidid La licencia. La busqui

en todos los bolsillos pert, no La tenfa.

Franks !Carambet Do verem que eso es toner male pate.
Daniel: Buono quo voy a hscor...el mes pisado tune varios

problemas tamblin. Ahora por el resto del ems voy a'

tener quo venir a La universidad a pie.
Frank: :No to preocupost "teas oases is cesan a rode el mundo.

(Identif whichcheEtcter would have made the following state-
ments:

1. 41te tu as violacidn de trifico?
2. Le deg' en la carter& en los pantalones quo llevaba puestos

anoche.
3. !Careabat Ms suspendieron La licencia de manejar.
4. !Cuanto lo sientot
5. vat; a tener quo tenor m a cuidado.
6. Ms duelen los pies.

(deniel walks to the university

Prank: Hi, Daniel. Why are you walking? 4What about your
motorcycle?

Daniel: I left it at home. I had a problem with the police
yesterday.

?can't: You don't say. Tell me what happened!

Daniel: When I was coming on Central Avenue, as I came to 20th
Street I didn't see .the sled light and a policeman

stopped ms.

Frank: What did you tell him?
Daniel: What was I supposed to tell him? I didn't realize the

light had changed. The policeman asked me for my

license. I looked for it in all my pockets but I
didn't have it.

Prank: Oh, no! That's really bad luck!
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Daniel: Well, what am I to dn...Last month I had several prob-
lems also. Nov for the rest of the month I have to
walk to the university.

' Prank: Don't worr-I These things happen to everyone.

Identify Which character would have said the following:

I. Is this pour-first traffic ticket?
2. I left wry 'millet in the pants I was wearing last night.
3. Darn iti They suspended sly driver's license.
4.' I'm so sorry!

S. You 10:11have to be more careful.
6. 4 feet Port.)

Source: Lasadrid, Bull and Briscoe (1974),-p. yriz

SO. LOGICAL CONTINUATION (RECEPTIVE)

Task description: Students are given a pair of sentences either
orally met in writing and are asked to indicate whether or not
the ascend sentence follows logically from the first.

Remedial value: Increases inferencinq skills and requires one-
prehension of all the parts of the itterance. The LepUisive
learner will need to reflect before. answering in order to do
this task well.

Example:

NOR A. 1) L der Whe gibt es ein gyres Restaurant.
(In the area,thers is a good restaurant.)

21 wort echeue Loh sir oft FiLSA an.
(I 91 there often to see films.)

B. 1) Montage hat Helga keine Masson.
(Mondays heiga has no classes.)

2) Haute tat Montag and Helga %mot su split Oihrer
Englischstunde. (Today is Monday and Helga is
late for her English class.)

C. 1) Ale ich dung war, wohnte ich in Hamburg.

(When I was young, I lived in Hamburg.)
2) Freitag gybe ich ism 'Teton Nal nach Hamburg.

(Friday I'm going to Hamburg for the first time.)

YES: D. 1) Wittwoch gehe ich :vie ins Kano.

(I never go to the movios on Wednesdays.)
2) Mittwoch bleibe ich tu Haus* um ein etch eu keen.

(Wednesdays I stay home to read d book.)
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S. I) Cestern konnte Heinrich nicht echlafen.
(Yesterday Heinrich,couldn't sleep.)

2) Haute Let der arse beinrich toils de.
(Today poor Heinrich is dead tired.)

F. I) Spanisch studiere Leh gern.
(I like to study Spsnidh.)

2) Ich frees mich auf mein* Spanischstunde.
(I's looking forward to my Spanish class.)

51. =ICU CONTINUATION (Productive)

Task description: After reading statement or a psragraph.
learners produce a sentence that logically follows what they

have read.

Remedial value: This task requires analys:s and oompreno-iion

Of the details of thft stimulus passage. It has the additional

value encouraqi:g creative end/or divergent thinking and all

the benefits of creative writing exercises.

le: Criss une phrase complete en franceis pour oonclure
eha des /mil:graph*, solvents.

A. Claude est une fills Cris superstirieuse. Elle lit son
horoscope toms les yours. Elle pens* qua eon events sera-
diterairof per lc sort. it elle n'alme pee fairs des projets

l'avance.

S. Louie OSOats bis0Coup A'Lmagirer son *visor. 11 pens* quo

l'avenir est un product de see actions. at tl veut beauroup

influencer Ls soci4ti un your.'

(Create a complete sentence
following paragraphs.

A. Claud* is a superstitious person. She reads her horoscope

every day. She thinks that her future will be determined by
fats, and She doesn't like to make olans ln advar-e.

in french to conclude each of the

t. Louis trio* to imigtne his future a Ot. He thinks thet the

future Is product of his ecttons. and he wants very such
\_....sphive an influence on :society eomedey.)

Ir. IMPROVING MEMORY

S2. REPONSERING RESPOrrsitS

Teakviescription: After students have answered a series of
questions booed on the theses and structures of the lesson. mies-
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Romani value: When the game requirolk:stidnts to recognise_

vocabulary, recall vocabulary, or reseteSlecta in the foreign-

language, it reinforce, their memory le words And gram-

matical features.

isrutEIasi For many examples of vocabulary and struorlfesgames.
as well as games of other types, see Omaggio f19791;.,,

54. DID VIM MAR?

Taik description: Students listen to a short narrative. They

then hear serteu of sentences, same of Which were in the .ext

and others t"-at were-not. 1.!eir task is to ssparate.the sentem-

COO they did hear from the ones they &el not near.

Remedial values This task helps the student whose memory needs

improvement by providing listening comprehension practice cou-
pled with immediate recognition practice as a follow -up activ-

ity. It helps the student separate the narrative into its com-

ponent parts. which is essential in developing attentive-listen-
ing skills.

,

Fitampiel Cost le premier ayril. II est huit heures moins

q. Marie -Lisa est A l'Ac6le. ELle est A sa place au

troisl4me rang. Peeant elle it y a son awe, Anne-Marie. La

elegise vs blent6t commencer. Mario -Else sort de as poche un

petit Poisson. Tout ioucevent elle l'attache au tablier

d'Anne-Marie.

Which of the following sentences did you hear in the passage?

Make cheek mark reAt to each sentence you did near. Leave all

sentences nut heard in the passage unmarked.

A. C'est le premier evril.
8. Le professeur art dans la sally- de riasse.

Il eat butt heures aping cinq.
D. Dimint Marie-Lase eat eon este, Anne- Marie.

E. Marie-Use itudie eon ringlets.

F. La clause va hienth commencer.
G. Marie-Lice sort quelque chose de es poche.

M. Anr.e-Marie Image un cri d'horreur. -

I. Le prr.ress _ ur pose une question A Anne-Mar ie:

(It's April lat. ls's five minutes to eight. Merie-Lise is ut

school. Shea in her Meat in the to rd In front of her Is

her friend Anne - Marie. Tht class will start soon.. Marie -Lime

takes a little flab out of her pr>7ket. She attaches it very

cerefulty to Anne-Karie's apron.



A. It's April let.
D. Tile professor is in the classroom .

C. Its five minutes to eight.
D. In front of Marie-Lisa is her friend Ann.-Hari..
S._ Marie-Lis* is studyinsi her English. -

1'. 'he class will start moon.
.

G. Marie-Lisa takes something out at her pocket.
M. An screams in horror.
I. The teacher asks Anne -Marie a question.)

Sources Rivers 11975)

$5. SAADs

Task descriptions .students reduce what they have heard in
listening passa9. tae a series of simple active affirmative
declarative sentences; that is, they recode the message for
processing in long-term memory by reducing it to its most basic
and easily stored components. All grammatical relations'are
thus reduced to subject-verb-object, makkng the sentences easier
to tstriove from memory.

Remedial values Recoding activities help students transform
i:lormation in the foreign language into the met easily
retrievable fors. The task dmos.ds that students get the gist
of the message without necessarily reeembdring exert lora:sq.
A certain amount of the information in the original message will
be dropped, but peripheral detail should not be .the focus of the
acti y. Students cannot be expected to extract and retain
more rom the foreign Language !eat than they would from
nat w-langumige passage, and reesaIch indicates that most people

r less than one -third of all possible information in

given listening passage in their own Language.

i
taaeplo; After istoning to the passage, stents write darn in
SAADs the *aunt al oontent.

Jia:srsrals sous raconter l'histoire carimuse de ma prank.
journio a Per:s. D'abord is taut sevoir quo elitait La premiere
foie quo as 100114-soaur et mot itions en Franco, et, naturelle-
ment, ii y saint un Gas de chose* quo nous no simians pas
encore. to tout cas, nous Atone an train do traverser one rue
pa it y 'watt, oamse tou)oura, heaucoup de circulation, quand,
tout. A coup, un gros Caution s'est arrAt4 tout ocurt aftn de nous
laisser passer. Ma belle-spout, qui voulait romerciet is chauf-
feur, fait un gest* comma on curiat felt aux Etats-Unto dans
is mime situation--uno simple inclination de Ls tit* at un
sOurlre pour 14re Male tout slur oaup, Ie chauffeur



sit descendu da son canton, l'a laiss6 dans la rue, at a ocis-

semi l nous (Piastre partout dons les rues de Parisi Nous ne

saviors gue faire!

If asked what the passage was about, the student might come
with several basic facts, expressed in USD,:

A. L'histoire se passim A Paris.

B. CI4tait La presiiire foie gut 1'p t eur keit en Prance.

C. L'auttur (tett avec ea belle
0. alles traversaiont use rue.

E. 11 y await besucoup de circulation, etc.

ur.

uP

(I would like tc tall you the strange story of my first day in

Paris. First you have to know that it was the first time my

sister -lawband I were in Prance, and naturally, there were
whole lot of things we didn.:#t know yet. In any case, we were

crossing very busy street when, all of a sudden, big truck

stopped short to let us pass. My sister -in -law, who wanted to

thank the driier, mode gesture like one would have elide in the

same situation in the United States - -she nodded her head and

smiled to say "Thanks!' But suddenly the driver gut out of his

truck, Left it in the street, a%d started to follow us every-

where through the streets of Paris! We didn't know what to

do!

A. The story takes place in Paris.

B. It well the first time the author woe In Prance.

C. The author was with her sister-in-law.

D. They were crossing a street.

I. There was a lot of traffic, etc.)

The approach described i' this paper has several advantages

for the classroom teacner wants to teach responsively. Some

of the most Important arel

. Adaptability. The activities described in the preceding

pages can be used in loth structured and unstructured settings

with individuals, small group*, or whole-class instruction.

. Mee of preparation. With relatively little moelfication,
song exercise., reading possages, and dialogues can be adapted

for remedial purposes using the modele presented in this piper.

. Manageability. The same materials can to used . basis

for wide varlety of learning activities that respond to the
differing needs of students in the classroom. Far example,- the

student who LS an impulsive reader can search for specific cues



in reading passage, while another person who has trouble read-
ing rapidly can skim the ease passage for the general idea.

. Specificity of put se. When teachers are able to specify
`he purpose of a given 1 awning cask and isolate the cognitive
demands of each assignmen they will be able to assign tasks to
individuAl learner, that ar geared to their needs. This
approach helps teacheri Went the problem learners are
experiencing Ifni ape y remadi 1 tasks that will help them
overcome their difficulties.

Educators have been saying for long time that we must
respond to the needs and preferences of individual students.
these suggestions constitute one viable, practical way to

' achieve this very important goal.

(.7



1. For thorough discussion of models
sae Abraham (1978i, and Claxton and Ralston

2.. A good reirkew of five commonly used
found in Lopkt (1978).

of cognitive style.
(1978).

inventories can he

3. See Rosenfeld or an excellent discIsaion ot this inter-
view technique and a-case study in uhich it has been used.
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